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1. Introduction
1.1.

Background and Motivation

Traditional soil mechanics has frequently classified soil behavior into rudimentary black
– and – white behavior categories such as “cohesive” or “non-cohesive.” By doing so, the
complex nature of soil behavior is simplified, but often with consequences for
overlooking the actual soil mechanics. For example, only recently have geotechnical
engineers realized that soils with significant fines content can liquefy (Kramer 1996).
It is unreasonable, however, to not classify soils into categories at all. Behavioral
categorization of soil allows for the application of theory in a consistent manner. The
categorization must be sufficient to ensure correct application of theory. The goal of this
study is to identify behavioral threshold fines contents, where soil response to
perturbation changes dramatically with small changes in fines content. Threshold fines
contents provide a systematic way to categorize soil based on soil mechanics.
Behavioral thresholds already exist in current geotechnical engineering practice, notably
the United Soil Classification System relies on fines content to demarcate between
“coarse”, “fines-coarse”, “coarse-fines”, and “fines” like behavior. This study aims to
answer the questions: Where do behavioral thresholds exist in mixtures of sand and clay?
How are they explained physically? How well do these thresholds agree with current soil
categorization techniques?

1.2.

Overview of Work

Three main areas of work were performed. A literature review was conducted to
investigate relevant previous experimental work performed on mixtures of fine and
coarse particles. Previous fall cone, consolidation, triaxial, and thermal conductivity
testing performed on mixtures of fine and coarse material were investigated. The
literature review also investigated existing theories used to explain binary mixture
behavior, which included effective property theory, generalized state parameters, and
percolation theory. Then the mixture constituents were physically described using
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conventional particle size and shape analysis coupled with microscopic analysis of the
coarse particles, and an analytical investigation performed out to describe packing
behavior of different mixture ratios. Experimental work consisted of fall cone,
oedometric consolidation, thermal conductivity, and undrained triaxial testing on
mixtures of sand and clay ranging from 0 to 100% clay. The fall cone testing was carried
out on all mixtures and used to identify consistency limits and undrained shear strength.
A modified fall cone device was developed to collect time-history data of cone motion.
Consolidation testing allowed measurement of coupled hydro-mechanical time-dependent
response of the soil mixtures. Thermal conductivity measurements provided non-strain,
non-strength based measurements of soil fabric. Undrained triaxial testing was then
performed on select mixtures to verify identified threshold fines contents and used to
unify observed thresholds.

3
2. Literature Review
2.1.

Mixture Behavior

Soils are typically comprised of coarse and fine particles, and the responses of each
particle type to environmental changes are significantly different. The behavior of
mixtures of these two particle types is complex and depends on mixture ratios. Several
theories for understanding mixture behavior are considered.

2.1.1. The Four-Phase Soil Model: Generalized State Parameters and Effective
Properties
Behavior of discontinuous mixtures can be explained using generalized state parameters
and effective properties. Generalized state parameters are state parameters that consider
the state of an individual component of a mixture. Effective properties are average
properties of a representative volume which is statistically homogeneous (Guéguen and
Palciauskas 1994). Effective properties and generalized state parameters are based on the
four-phase soil model proposed by many researchers (Fukue et al. 1986; Thevanayagam
1998; Kumar and Wood 1999; Mitchell and Soga 2005; Peters and Berney 2009). In this
model (Figure 2.1), soil solids are separated into coarse and fine potions in order to
calculate effective parameters.

Figure 2.1 Four-Phase Soil Model
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Westman and Hugill (1930), Lade et al. (1998) and Mitchell and Soga (2005) present a
numerical analysis of binary mixture packing and present the idea of apparent volume
(Mitchell and Soga (2005) refer to this as specific volume):
Va =

Vt
Vt
1
=
=
= 1+ e
Vs V1 + V2 1 − n

(2.1)

Where Va is the apparent volume, Vt is the total volume, Vs is the volume of solids, V1 and
V2 are the solid volume of the coarse and fine particles, n is the porosity, and e is the void
ratio. If the ratio of diameters of the coarse to fine particles is large, then it is possible to
increase the volume of solids without any increase of total volume (reducing apparent
volume and void ratio). This apparent volume decrease (Segment GR in Figure 2.2)
continues until some threshold value (R), when the voids between large particles are
completely filled by small particles. At this point, further increases in fine particles
results in an increase in apparent volume and void ratio (segment RF). Horizontal
segment GF represents a particle size ratio of one.

2

Volume

G

F

Apparent

R
1

Coarse

Fine

Volume Fraction

Figure 2.2 Apparent Volume of Binary Mixtures (after Westman and Hugill (1930) and
Lade et al. (1998))
Lade et al. (1998) and Choo and Burns (2014) attempt to determine the point R in Figure
2.2, a transition fines content. They define a critical fines content (Equation (2.2)) which
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is the fines content when the pore spaces between large particles in a binary mixture are
fully filled by small particles and small-particle voids:
FC* =

GsS eL
GsL (1 + eS ) + GsS eL

(2.2)

where FC* is the critical fines content, GsS is the specific gravity of the small particles,
GsL is the specific gravity of the large particles, eL is the void ratio of large particles, and
eS is the void ratio of small particles.
Generalized state parameters attempt to describe the behavior of the mixture by
considering the state of one mixture component. For example, Thevanayagam (1998)
considered the effects of silt on coarse particle force chain development and steady-state
in silt-sand mixtures. Thevanayagam (1998) suggested that the void ratio is not an
appropriate state parameter to describe interactions in silty sands and proposed the
interfine and intergranular void ratios:

ef =

es =

e
fc
e + fc
1 − fc

(2.3)

(2.4)

where ef is the interfine void ratio, es is the intergranular void ratio, e is the global void
ratio, and fc is the gravimetric fines content. Many other state parameters have been
proposed: void ratio of the non-clay component es=(Vt – Vss)/Vss after Fukue et al. (1986),
void ratio at the liquid limit eL=wL Gs,mix Pandian et al. (1995), the effective porosity
neff=(Vt – Vss)/Vt after Dixon et al. (1985) and Peters and Berney (2009). Vt is the total
volume, Vss is the volume of sand (coarse) solids, wL is the liquid limit, and Gs,mix is the
specific gravity of the mixture. Each researcher uses their respective generalized
parameter to interpret test results, but all are based on the four-phase model.
As an alternative to generalized state parameters, effective properties can be developed
for a multi-phase system when the representative material volume is statistically
homogeneous (Guéguen and Palciauskas 1994). Effective properties can be determined in
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three ways: Direct calculation, the bounding method, and the self-consistent method. All
three methods involve calculating an average modulus for a given constitutive law (e.g.
Young’s Modulus and Hooke’s Law).
The direct calculation method involves volume-averaging the response and applied force
to each mixture component. Guéguen (1994) presents a rigorous derivation for the direct
calculation method based on the classical approximation that the constitutive parameter
gradients in question are small. That is to say, for the case of stress and strain:

∂ε
≈0
∂x

(2.5)

where ε̄ is average strain and x is the position within the system. Consider a material
comprised of two phases of elastic material. The average stress and strain are:

σ = σ (1) v1 + σ (2) v2

(2.6)

ε = ε (1) v1 + ε (2) v2

(2.7)

Indicies 1 and 2 represent the different phases, σ̄(1) and σ̄(2) are the average stresses, ε̄(1)
and ε̄(2) are the average strains, and v1 and v2 are the volume fractions. The definition of
the effective modulus M* implies:
M* ≡

σ σ (1)
σ (2)
= (1) v1 + (2) v2
ε ε
ε

(2.8)

Knowing the moduli of the individual phases M1 and M2, and noting ε̄(1)v1=ε̄ - ε̄(2)v2, the
effective modulus M* can be expressed as:

ε (2)
M * = M1 + (M 2 − M1 )
v
ε 2

(2.9)

Equation (2.9) can be used for incompressibility modulus K and shear modulus µ. In
order to determine M*, the distribution of phases must be known. For the case of a small
concentration of empty spherical pores (phase 2) imbedded in a larger matrix (phase 1),
Guéguen (1994) develops:
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  3K  
K * = K1 1 −  1 + 1  n 
  4 µ1  

(2.10)

Where K* is the effective bulk modulus, K1 and µ 1 are material properties, and n is the
porosity.
If only one of the two constitutive parameters are uniform (e.g. only stress or only strain),
then the direct calculation method may not be accurate and instead the effective
parameter may be bounded by upper and lower limits. Bounds arise from treating either
σ̄(1)=σ̄(2) or ε̄(1)= ε̄(2) in Equations (2.6) and (2.7). Hashin and Shtrikman (1962) developed
upper and lower bounds for spherical inclusions in a matrix known as the HashinShtrikman bounds:

3n2 ( M 2 − M 1 ) 
M * = M 1 1 +

 3M 1 + n1 ( M 2 − M 1 ) 

(2.11)

Where M*, M1, and M2 are the effective and individual material moduli and M1>M2; n1
and n2 are the individual material porosities. For the lower bound, phase 1 is the matrix
and phase 2 is the inclusion, and for the upper bound, phase 1 is the inclusion and phase 2
is the matrix. If M1<M2 then for the lower bound, phase 2 is the matrix and phase 1 is the
inclusion, and for the upper bound, phase 2 is the inclusion and phase 1 is the matrix.
Note that if M1 and M2 are significantly different, then the bounds will be large.
If the interactions of inclusions are non-negligible and/or the volume of inclusions is
large, self-consistency is the preferred method to determine effective parameters. By
assuming that the inclusions (phase 2) are imbedded into phase 1, but the analysis is
carried out such that phase 1 has effective properties rather than properties of phase 1,
these complexities are addressed. The result is a system of equations (known as selfconsistent equations) which may be solved simultaneously. Hill (1965) and Tarnawski et
al. (2002) developed a solution to the self-consistent set of equations for a composite
material:

1  1− n
n
M* = 
+

3  2M * + M 1 2M * + M 2 

−1

(2.12)
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Where M* is the effective modulus, M1 is the modulus of the matrix, M2 is the modulus
of the inclusion, and n is the porosity of the matrix.

2.1.2. Percolation Theory and Percolation Threshold
Percolation theory describes the occurrence of adjacent randomly occurring objects and
their interconnectivity (topology) in a disordered system. Percolation theory can be used
to determine if a system is macroscopically connected, e.g. if microscopic inclusions in a
continuum are connected on the system-scale (Sahimi 1994). In soil mechanics,
percolation theory attempts to describe the behavior of a binary system as the mixture
ratio of coarse to fine particles changes (Peters and Berney 2009). The percolation
threshold of a binary mixture occurs when there are enough larger particles to create a
chain or cluster of connected particles at the system scale. Effective properties become
inadequate at describing mixture behavior as the mixtures become increasingly
heterogeneous. This heterogeneity occurs as the coarse fraction concentration approaches
the percolation threshold (Guéguen and Palciauskas 1994).
Guéguen (1994) and King et al. (2002) discuss continuum percolation of a binary mixture
(inclusions and continuum) and propose the following argument. If geometrical objects
are placed in a continuum space with a Poisson process (randomly and independently),
then at some critical probability, there will be a dominant cluster of interconnected
objects. This is the percolation threshold. Percolation is demonstrated in Figure 2.3. As
the probability that a single site is occupied increases, clusters (represented as white
squares in Figure 2.3) grow. As soon as the probability reaches a certain threshold, a
dominant, interconnected on the macroscale, cluster emerges (transition from Figure 2.3
(b) to (c)).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3 Two-dimensional percolation: (a) and (b) pre-percolation threshold and (c)
Post percolation threshold (after King et al. 2002)
Consiglio et al. (2003) used Monte Carlo simulations to randomly populate a constant
volume with spheres randomly selected of two different sizes. They determined that the
percolation threshold of a system of two different sizes of spheres is dependent on the
relative concentration (number) of spheres. Consiglio et al. (2004) show that if
volumetric fractions of spheres of two different radii are considered, the percolation
threshold exhibits symmetry. That is to say:

ηc ( f , r ) = ηc (1 − f , r )

(2.13)

where ηc is the percolation threshold, f is the volumetric fraction, and r is the ratio of
object sizes. The percolation threshold in anything but ideal systems as described in
Figure 2.3 is not known exactly (Stauffer and Aharony 1994).
Peters and Berney (2009) used percolation theory to explain behavioral changes in sandclay mixtures. They begin by considering percolation of uniform spheres in continua
(King et al. 2002) in the context of random distributions of sand in a clay matrix. Based
on the work by King et al. (2002), Peters and Berney (2009) suggest that the sand
particles will begin to form continuous force chains at a percolation threshold effective
porosity of 0.72 (recall in section 2.1.1 neff=(Vt – Vss)/Vss). Triaxial and compaction tests
were then performed on sand-clay mixtures which bracketed this effective porosity.
Peters and Berney (2009) concluded that the changes in behavior aligned with percolation
thresholds for binary mixtures, but were dependent on applied confining stress.
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Additionally, they note that percolation theory doesn’t sufficiently account for forcechain stabilization by the clay matrix.
Percolation thresholds are traditionally thought of as clusters of particles of the
percolation fraction in physical contact. This is useful for explaining mechanical behavior
when physical interaction of the percolating fraction dominate behavior. Percolation
where contacting particles are considered is often referred to as “nearest-neighbor”
percolation However, some behaviors (e.g. thermal) are also influenced by particles of
the percolating fraction that are not in physical contact but close enough to influence
behavior. Percolation can then occur before physically interconnected clusters are
formed. Percolation of this type is often referred to as “next nearest-neighbor”
percolation. Evans et al. (2011) consider next nearest neighbor percolation when
explaining thermal conductivity behavior of mixtures of glass beads and rubber crumbs.
They find that there is a marked mixture ratio that exhibits a “thermal conductivity
percolation threshold” where conductivity behavior changes dramatically but physical
percolation may or may not be occurring.

2.2.

Fall Cone Theory and Consistency Testing

The fall cone test is used to determine Atterberg limits and undrained shear strength of
soil. The test consists of allowing a metal cone of specific mass and dimensions to freefall into a specimen and measuring the penetration (see Figure 2.4 for a typical fall cone
diagram). The fall cone test was first developed as a means to measure undrained shear
strength of clays by John Olsson of the Geotechnical Commission of the Swedish State
Railways between 1914 and 1922 (Hansbo 1957). The Geotechnical Commission was
interested in finding a better way to measure the strength and Atterberg limits of difficult
to classify Scandinavian clays. The findings of Olsson were published in English by
Caldenius and Lundstrom (1955). Olsson posited that the shear strength of clays is
directly proportional to the external work done by the weight of the cone and penetration
depth. Olsson validated this idea by performing fall cone tests and showing the
interdependence between water content (shear strength), cone weight, and cone geometry
(apex angle).
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Figure 2.4 Typical fall cone apparatus (after Wasti (1987))
2.2.1. Fall Cone Theory
Hansbo (1957) provided the first comprehensive study of fall cone penetration. He first
determined the region disturbed by the cone and shape of the failure surface caused by
cone penetration by assuming that stresses along the cone surface are approximated by
the stress-deformation curve shown in Figure 2.5. This was confirmed by experiment
where a half-cone was pushed into a plexi-glass half-cylinder with the half-cone pressed
into the clay against the plane of the half-cylinder. The observed disturbance region
matched the assumed region in Figure 2.5. Hansbo developed an analytical solution for
cone motion (Equation (2.14)) and used time-displacement data acquired with high-speed
photography for verification.
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Figure 2.5 Assumed region of disturbance caused by cone penetration (after Hansbo
1957)
z

t=∫
0

dz
2 gz[1 − ( z / h ) 2 ]

(2.14)

where z is the depth of the cone at time t, h is the maximum cone depth of penetration,
and g is the gravitational acceleration constant.
Houlsby (1982) performed a dynamic analysis of the fall cone test and concluded that the
most important factor affecting strength at the liquid limit was cone roughness and that
the analytically predicted strengths were higher than those obtained by the fall cone
experimentally, but was unable to resolve the differences. Koumoto and Houlsby (2001)
attempt to resolve the issue, and modified the original dynamic analysis by Houlsby
(1982) to include strain rate effects on undrained shear strength. They found better
agreement between the analytical solution and experimental results, especially for larger
cone apex angles. Using concepts from critical state soil mechanics Koumoto and
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Houlsby (2001) develop the following relationship between water content and penetration
depth:
100(Γ − 1)  2 KQ 
w=


Gs
 pa M 

−λ

h 2λ

(2.15)

Where Γ is the specific volume at a p’=pa, λ is the critical state compression index, M is
the critical state compression ratio, K is the cone factor, Q is the load, Gs is the specific
gravity of soil solids, and h is the penetration depth.

2.2.2. Consistency Testing with the Fall Cone Device
Many researchers (Casagrande 1958; Sherwood and Ryley 1970; Sowers et al. 1960;
Wasti 1987) prefer the fall cone device to the Casagrande cup device because of ease of
use and better repeatability. Because of these issues with the Casagrande device, fall cone
tests are widely used as a method to estimate liquid limits of clays (Koumoto and
Houlsby 2001).
Many procedures have been published to standardize the fall cone test, and all fall into
two categories: single-point and multi-point methods. The “single-point” method (e.g. the
European standard CEN ISO/TS 17892-6 (2004)) uses a single water content for
calculation of shear strength and liquid limit. The other method is the “multi-point”
method (e.g. BS 1377 (British Standards Institute 1990)) is where the liquid limit is
defined at a certain penetration depth and four tests are performed on different water
content specimens in order to bracket the penetration depth at liquid limit. The water
content corresponding to the liquid limit is then found by interpolation between test
results. The single-point method is typically used on undisturbed samples, while the
multi-point method is used for remolded samples.
Consistency testing with a fall cone-type device was developed nearly simultaneously in
Sweden (Hansbo 1957), USSR (Vasilev 1949), India (Uppal and Aggarawal 1958, as
referenced by Sowers et al. 1960), and the US (Sowers et al. 1960). Several comparative
studies have been performed where the liquid limit has been measured with the
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Casagrande device and the fall cone device (see Figure 2.6 below). The fall cone device
liquid limit generally agrees with the Casagrande device, and some correlations have
been proposed (Škopek and Ter-Stepanian 1975; Littleton and Farmilo 1977; Budhu
1985).

Figure 2.6 A comparison of the fall cone method to the Casagrande cup method: wL
liquid limit by percussion method, wLc is the liquid limit by fall cone (after Feng 2001)
Wood and Wroth (1978) provide a method to determine the plastic limit of a soil by
performing fall cone tests with two different weight cones. By observing that the
undrained shear strength at the plastic limit is 100 times the undrained shear strength at
the liquid limit for remolded soils, the following relation was presented:
PL = LL −

2( wL1 − wL 2 )
Log (W1 / W2 )

(2.16)
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where wL1 and wL2 are water contents at the same penetration depth for two different
weight cones, and W1 and W2 are the weights of the two cones. This results in nearly
parallel flow curves for the two different weight cones, as shown in Figure 2.7 below:

Water Content

Flow curve from light
cone (W2)
wL2
wL1
Flow curve
from heavy
cone (W1)

Cone Penetration Depth

Figure 2.7 Plastic limit determination (after Wood and Wroth (1978))
Feng (2000) presented an alternative specimen preparation method for the fall cone test
that involved pressing an oedometer cell-like metal ring into a remolded soil sample. The
method was developed in order to reduce air entrapment in the soil specimen. Feng also
proposed a new method of fall cone data interpretation where the water content and
penetration are both plotted on log-scales. The liquid limits and plastic limits are then the
water contents corresponding to 20mm and 2mm of penetration, respectively (Feng
2001). This formulation is also based on the assumption of 100-fold undrained shear
strength at the plastic limit used by Wood and Wroth (1978), but requires extrapolation
because tests are not performed at low enough water contents to result in penetration
depths as low as 2mm (see Figure 2.8 below).
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Figure 2.8 Liquid and Plastic limit determination (after Feng (2000))
Littleton and Farmilo (1977) and Wasti (1987) compared liquid and plastic limits from
the fall cone and Casagrande methods and found that the liquid limits and plastic limits
are similar for both methods and show linear nearly 1-to-1 relationships, but similarity
decreases with larger water contents (see Figure 2.9 below). Stone and Phan (1995)
performed penetration tests on soils near their traditional plastic limit with a fall cone
device modified with a load cell and found that the measured undrained shear strength
agreed with the theoretical value.

Liquid Limit, Cone Method
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Figure 2.9 Fall cone liquid limit relationship to percussion method for large liquid limits
(after Littleton and Farmilo (1977) and Wasti (1987))
2.2.3. Previous Consistency Work Performed on Coarse-Fine Mixtures, Kaolinite,
and Bentonite
Various liquid and plastic limits reported in literature for bentonite and kaolinite are
summarized in Table 2.1:
Table 2.1 Consistency limits of kaolintie and bentonite found in literature

Feng (2000)
Feng (2001)
Wasti and Bezirci (1986)
Wood (1985)

Kaolinite
LL
PL
50
25
72
26
n/a
n/a
59
33

Bentonite
LL
PL
423
37
n/a
n/a
526
38
n/a
n/a

Several researchers (Pandian et al. 1995; Kumar and Wood 1999; Monkul and Ozden
2007) have performed consistency testing on mixtures of coarse and clay materials.
Results of these researchers summarized in Figure 2.10 demonstrate that liquid limit
increases with increasing fines content.
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Pandian et al 1995
Kumar and Wood 1999
Monkul and Ozden 2007 (non−plastic)
Monkul and Ozden 2007
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Figure 2.10 Liquid limit-fines content relationship summary, with liquid limit normalized
to the liquid limit at 100% fines
Monkul and Ozden (2007) performed liquid and plastic limit tests on mixtures of
kaolinite and fine sand (with a non-plastic fines content of 4.5%). They declared that
mixtures with less than 40% clay were non-plastic. Since they were using the threadrolling technique to determine plastic limit, they did not test the plastic limit of mixtures
with less than 40% clay, but were able to test all mixtures for liquid limit using the fall
cone. Their results suggest that the water content at the liquid limit penetration depth
begins to increase with decreasing fines content once the mixture has transitioned to nonplastic. Kumar and Wood (1999) also present what they call the “apparent liquid limit of
the clay matrix” wLc=wL/Mc and plot it against the fines content. They observe almost no
change until a the clay content reduces to below about 30%, and conclude that it is indeed
the clay content controlling the consistency behavior for clay content greater than about
30%.
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2.3.

Consolidation Testing and Compressibility

One-dimensional consolidation testing is traditionally performed to determine stressstrain-time relationships for soils of low permeability and to obtain parameters for use in
Terzaghi’s theory of consolidation (Olson 1986).

2.3.1. Theory of Consolidation
The consolidation of soils occurs when volumetric strain results from dissipation of pore
water pressure induced from a load increase in saturated soil. The pressure gradient
between the induced excess pore water pressure and hydrostatic pressure causes water to
flow out of the pores. The volume of water which flows out of the soil pores is equivalent
to the volume change of the soil and the excess pore pressure dissipation, and thus the
consolidation. Consolidation continues until the load increment is transferred from the
pore water to the soil fabric. Therefore, it is desirable to determine both the magnitude of
overall consolidation and the time it takes to reach said magnitude of consolidation.
In order to calculate the distribution of pore pressures and volume change caused by
loading, several assumptions must be made (Terzaghi et al. (1996)):
1. The material is isotropic and homogeneous: Permeability is constant at every location
of the compressible material and is time-independent, and the coefficient of volume
compressibility is spatially and temporally independent.
2. Soil only experiences small strains
3.

Excess water drains only vertically

4. Time lag of compressibility is caused solely by the low permeability of the material.
Terzaghi presented the first analysis of this somewhat idealized system which uses
Darcy’s relation to relate change in volume to change in pressure with respect to time.
Terzaghi’s solution is presented here (after Terzaghi et al. (1996)). The volume of water
which leaves a compressible layer of thickness equal to unity is equal to the total volume
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change of the layer, which can be related to the change in effective stress with the
coefficient of volume compressibility:

∂ (∆σ − ue )
∂v
= mv
∂z
∂t

(2.17)

Where v is the flow velocity, z is the depth in the compressible layer, ∆σ is the applied
consolidation stress, ue is the excess pore water pressure, and t is time. Noting that ∆σ is
constant and combining Equation (2.17) with Darcy’s equation, Terzaghi arrived at his
differential equation which governs consolidation under the constraints specified above:
∂ue
k ∂ 2ue
∂v
=− =
∂t
∂z γ w mv ∂z 2

(2.18)

Where k is the permeability and γw is the unit weight of water. Equation (2.18) is often
simplified by substituting the coefficient of consolidation cv:
∂ue
∂ 2u e
= cv
∂t
∂z 2

(2.19)

The solution to this differential equation must satisfy hydraulic boundary conditions
describing drainage and loading. This approach to quantifying consolidation behavior is
the preferred method.

2.3.2. Experimental Determination of Factors Affecting Consolidaiton
Olson (1986) provides an overview of consolidation testing. In particular, Olson (1986)
discusses load increment ratio (LIR, see Equation (2.20)), ring friction, and determination
of the coefficient of consolidation Cv.
LIR =

Load Increment ∆σ '
=
Current Stress
σ'

(2.20)

The LIR is typically set to one, but smaller load increment ratios may be used to better
define the e-log-σv’ curve or to reduce time of primary consolidation. Olson (1998) also
discusses methods to determine Cv and concludes that the standard methods (square root-
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time and log-time methods) are preferred. Ring friction is also addressed and Olson
(1998) notes that ring friction increases with decreasing plasticity.
Crawford (1986) provides an overview of evaluation and interpretation of soil
consolidation tests. In particular, Crawford (1986) discusses the LIR, rate of primary
consolidation, and the compression and recompression indices. Crawford (1986) shows
that time-deformation data produced with a LIR > 1 results in the typical s-shaped data
curve when deformation is plotted against log(t), with most consolidation occurring as
primary consolidation. Time-deformation data produced with smaller LIR often results in
data where much of the strain appears to be secondary compression. Crawford (1986)
states that the compression index Cc is obtained from the slope of the virgin compression
data in e-log-σv’ space, and that the recompression index Cr is a poor estimate of
recompression because of sample disturbance. However Leonards (1976) suggests that by
rebounding and then reloading soil, a good estimate of the recompression index can be
obtained.
Alternative approaches have been proposed to determine the coefficient of consolidation
(Cv). Prasad and Rao (1995) proposed a two point method where log[t/log(t/δ)] vs log(t)
is plotted. These data are observed to have a straight-line relationship and the slope of
this line is used to calculate Cv. By using this method, Cv can be calculated from just two
time-deformation readings, although the authors suggest making a third to verify
linearity. The method was justified by comparing the proposed method to the traditional
log-time method, and the results were agreeable; however they only used data from tests
with LIR = 1. Mesri et al. (1999) proposed an inflection-point method of determining Cv
where time-deformation data are plotted on the usual log-time scale and an inflection
point is observed. Cv calculated with this method are agreeable with the traditional
Casagrande method for LIR > 0.5.

2.3.3. Previous Consolidation Work Performed on Coarse-Fine Mixtures
Pandian et al. (1995) were interested in finding an optimized material for a seepage
barrier. Therefore, they were looking for a material with an optimal combination of low
compressibility and low hydraulic conductivity. They performed traditional oedometer
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tests followed by falling-head permeability tests performed on the oedometric samples at
the end of each load increment on 100% bentonite (LL = 330), 49%/51%, and 59%/41%
bentonite/sand mixtures. The sand used was ASTM 40/200 sand. It is unclear whether or
not they allowed secondary compression during the permeability test. Their results show
both a decrease in initial void ratio, and a decrease in compressibility with increasing
sand content. They also define a generalized state parameter (e/eL), which is the void
ratio normalized by the void ratio at the liquid limit. All mixtures plot on the same line
given by Equation (2.21) when the generalized state parameter is plotted against
consolidation pressure.

e / eL = 1.317 − 0.337 log p

(2.21)

Kumar and Wood (1999) performed consolidation tests using a Rowe cell and in a
consolidation tube. They performed tests on mixtures of kaolinite (Gs = 2.62, LL = 80,
PL = 39) and fine gravel (retained 2 mm, passed 3.35 mm, uniform grading, emin = 0.58,
emax = 0.99, Gs = 2.65) ranging from 10% to 100% clay in increments of 10%. They found
that compressibility decreased as coarse fraction increased. They conclude that the coarse
volume fraction controls the influence of the coarse material and the mechanical behavior
and that for coarse volume fraction below about 0.45, the behavior is determined by the
clay matrix. This conclusion is also based on fall cone tests performed on the same
mixtures, discussed in section 2.2.3.
Monkul and Ozden (2007) performed oedometer tests on mixtures of kaolinite (Gs = 2.61,
LL = 38, PL = 19) and sand (Gs = 2.65, Cu = 2.67, Cc = 0.81, emax = 1.12, d50 = 0.19 mm)
at 0, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 40% kaolinite. They suspected that initial conditions would
also affect compressibility behavior, so they prepared samples with two different initial
water contents. They observe a decrease in compressibility with a decrease in fines
contents, and a decrease in void ratio with increasing fine content, up to a fines content of
about 30%. The decrease in void ratio increases with increasing oedometer pressure.
They conclude that the influence of the coarse matrix on compressibility behavior is
better interpreted with respect to the intergranular void ratio rather than the global void
ratio, and that compressibility increases with fines content (Figure 2.11).
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Figure 2.11 Effect of fines content on compression and swell indices, marked by 3
behavior zones: zone 1- coarse grain fraction has an almost continuous framework;
transition zone- fines have decreased the number of coarse intergrain contacts; and zone
3- fines have pushed coarse fraction far enough apart that there are almost no coarse
intergrain contacts (after Monkul and Ozden 2007)
Watabe et al. (2011) Performed hydraulic conductivity and compressibility tests on
mixtures of Nagoya clay (Gs = 2.67, LL = 63, PI = 31) and Niigata sand (Gs = 2.69, emin =
0.66, emax = 1.096). Mixture ratios were sand:clay 0:1, 1:10, 1:5, 3:10, 2:5, 1:2, 1:1, 2:1,
4:1, and 1:0. They found that compression index decreased with decreasing clay content
until the 1:2 ratio, at which point the compressibility appears to remain constant. Note
that they only provide one additional data point (4:1) after this point. Furthermore, it is
difficult to determine the actual sand-clay ratios for these data because the Nagoya clay
has a residual sand content. Watabe et al. (2011) conclude that if the sand particles do not
form a skeletal structure and are suspended in the clay matrix, addition of sand causes a
decrease in compressibility but little change in permeability. However, if the sand
particles do form a skeletal structure, the hydraulic conductivity increases significantly,
but the void ratio remains nearly constant with the addition of sand.
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2.4.

Thermal Testing and Thermal Conductivity

ASTM International provides a basis for thermal conductivity testing (ASTM D5334).
This standard states explicitly that the testing method is in its infancy and that it “would
be unwise…to resist in any way the further development of improved or new methods or
procedures by research workers” (ASTM D5334-92 (2000)). This section of the literature
review investigates the development and theory of thermal conductivity testing in soil.

2.4.1. Fundamentals of Soil Thermal Conductivity
Heat is transferred by conduction, convection, advection, and radiation. Heat flow in soil
and rock is primarily by conduction, with convection important in very coarse materials
and radiation important for surface soils exposed to sunlight (Mitchell and Soga 2005).
Table 2.2 summarizes thermal conductivity for air, water, soil minerals, and soil
composites (mixtures of air, water, and soil minerals). Since the conductivity of soil
minerals is much larger than air and water, heat transfer in soil is primarily through soil
solids.
Table 2.2 Thermal conductivities in Wm-1K-1 (after Santamarina et al. 2001)

Air
0.026

Water
0.6

Soil Minerals
9 – 12.5

Soil Composites
0.25 – 2.5

In dry granular soils, heat is assumed to be primarily transferred by “contact
conductance” or conduction occurring at mutual contacts between particles. Batchelor
and O’Brien (1977) suggest that this assumption is valid if:

ks a
>> 1
kf r

(2.22)

where ks is the thermal conductivity of the solid particles, kf is the thermal conductivity of
the interstitial matrix, a is the contact radius, and r is the particle radius of curvature.
Vargas and McCarthy (2001) use this assumption to build a numerical model based on
the discrete method to simulate heat transfer between particles. They find that the thermal
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conductivity is a function of contact force, and that active force chains in the discrete
element assembly are the most conductive pathways.

2.4.2. Previous Thermal Conductivity Work Performed on Soil Mixtures
Yun and Evans (2010) performed discrete element method analysis on a threedimensional assembly of spheres modeled after Ottawa 20-30 sand. They found that the
primary factors governing thermal conductivity in granular materials is the mineral
content and the contact with adjacent grains. These results agreed with experimental
results presented by Yun and Santamarina (2008) (see Figure 2.12), where decreasing
porosity (essentially increasing particle contact) causes an increase in conductivity. Yun
and Evans (2010) also performed simulations where the void space between particles was
filled with solid material and found that the thermal conductivity increased as the voids
were filled.
Conductivity of a multi-phase soil increases with increasing particle size, increases with
decreasing porosity, and increases with increasing water content (Yun and Santamarina
2008). These phenomena are a result of either increasing contact areas or increasing the
conductivity of the interstitial matrix (i.e. saturating a soil).
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Figure 2.12 (a) Effect of increasing small particles on thermal conductivity k (and
porosity n) with d50,large=6d50,small (b) Relation between porosity and thermal conductivity
(after Yun and Santamarina (2008))

2.5.

Triaxial Testing and Strength-Strain Response

2.5.1. Fundamentals of Soil Response to Consolidated-Undrained Triaxial Loading
Response of granular material which is subjected to a CU test is dependent on effective
confining stress, material physical properties, and initial density of the specimen. Dense
specimens and specimens subjected to low effective confining stresses will develop
negative pore water pressures (dilative tendency). The result is a peak or plateau stress at
small strains, followed by strain softening and then strain hardening at large strains,
sometimes with no apparent peak value. Loose specimens or specimens subjected to high
effective confining stresses will develop positive pore water pressures (contractive
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tendency). The result is a peak stress at small strains followed by strain softening or flow
deformation. A third, intermediate response is common. Specimens with densities
between loose and dense will exhibit initial contraction followed by dilation. The result is
a small strain peak stress, followed by limited flow deformation or strain softening
transitioning to strain hardening at larger deformations and no apparent peak stress
(Castro 1969; Poulos 1981; Thevanayagam 1998; Cubrinovski and Rees 2008).
Behavior of reconstituted normally consolidated plastic fine grained material which is
subjected to a CU test is fairly uniform. For normally consolidated and lightly over
consolidated clays, shear stress increases rapidly at first, and then gradually approaches a
peak stress in the 10-20% strain range. Heavily overconsolidated soils will exhibit a small
strain peak stress followed by strain softening and steady-state strength. Peak stress and
initial modulus depend primarily on confining stress for the conditions mentioned above
(Bishop and Henkel 1962; Mitchell and Soga 2005).

2.5.2. Previous CU Triaxial Work Performed on Coarse-Fine Mixtures
Thevanayagam (1998) performed consolidated undrained (CU) triaxial tests on mixtures
of coarse and fine materials. The coarse materials were a sand with 2% non-plastic fines
(emin = 0.6, emax = 0.98, d50 = 0.25 mm, d10 = 0.16 mm, Cu = 1.77, Cc = 0.88). The fines
mixed with the host sand were either “kaolin silt” or ground silica. Thevanayagam (1998)
performed CU tests on the host sand, and mixtures with 10% and 25% kaolin silt, and
with 10% ground silica to develop specimens with high void ratio (loose specimen), low
intergranular void ratio with high fines void ratio (fines barely fill voids), and low fines
void ratio with high intergranular void ratio (fines are separating coarse material). These
three states are then tested at a range of confining stresses. In general, loose specimens
tested at high confining stresses exhibited contractive tendencies, while dense specimens
or loose specimens tested at low confining stresses exhibited dilative or contractivedilative tendencies. Because of this range in behavior and continued volume-change
tendency at moderate-large strains, undrained shear strength is taken as the strength at 2025% strain. Thevanayagam (1998) concluded that the large strain undrained shear
strength was dependent on intergranular void ratio. Of particular interest was that the
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large strain shear strength of silty-sand specimens prepared with intergranular void ratio
es was nearly the same as a sand specimen prepared with void ratio e=es.
Kim et al. (2006) performed CU triaxial tests on mixtures of Mikawa silica sand (emax =
0.85, emin = 0.524, d50 = 0.88 mm, Cu = 3.79) and Iwakuni clay with 2% coarse particles
(PI = 48, Gs = 2.61) in 0, 10, 15, and 17% clay mixture ratios. They observe that when the
clay ratio is less than 20%, the mixtures are non-plastic. Their CU triaxial data suggest
that for constant compaction energy during sample preparation, peak deviator stress is the
same for 0 and 10% clay content, and is larger for 15 and 17% clay content. However, if
the compaction energy is increased (about 19-fold in this case), peak deviator stress
decreases with increasing clay content (see Figure 2.13). If the intergranular void ratio is
instead held constant (by varying compaction energy), peak deviator stress increases with
increasing fines content.

High Compaction Energy
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Figure 2.13 Generalized effect of plastic fines content on monotonic shear behavior with
fc representing fine fraction by mass with fc1< fc2< fc3< fc4< fcplastic and fcplastic denoting
the fines content when mixture transitions from non-plastic to plastic behavior (after Kim
et al. (2006))
Kim et al. conclude, like others, that the fines content and resulting coarse fraction
skeleton govern peak strength and large strain response. For undrained conditions, an
increase in fines content results in an increase in strength if the intergranular void ratio is
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constant and less than the maximum granular void ratio. However, if the intergranular
void ratio exceeds the maximum granular void ratio, strength-strain response is governed
by the clay.
The results presented by Thevanayagam et al. (2002) and Cubrinovski and Rees (2008)
show similar results as previous researchers. Both tested mixtures of silica sand and nonplastic fines. Cubrinovski and Rees (2008) mention, in particular, that the addition of
fines shifts the steady-state line down in the e-p’ plane and increases flow potential (see
Figure 2.14). Thevanayagam et al. (2002) talks specifically about intergrain contacts
governing undrained response and is interested in collapse potential (contraction). Results
indicate that a silty-sand can have low global void ratios, but still be prone to undrained
collapse because fines separate the coarse matrix.

Figure 2.14 Effect of fines content on monotonic shear behavior with fc1< fc2< fc3 (after
Cubrinovski and Rees (2008))
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3. Materials and Mixtures
All materials tested in this study were binary combinations of Ottawa 50/70 sand and
kaolinite clay, with the exception of a fall cone test where bentonite was used in addition
to the binary mixtures.

3.1.

Ottawa 50/70 Sand

The sand used in the mixtures was Ottawa 50/70 sand supplied by US Silica. This sand is
a poorly-graded, rounded to well-rounded silica sand. Additional properties are listed in
Table 3.1 and the grain size distribution (GSD) is measured with no. 40, 50, 60, 70, and
80 sieves. A unimodal probability density function after Fredlund et al. (2000) was fit to
the measured data and used to calculate d10, d30, d50, and d60 (Figure 3.1).
Table 3.1 Properties of Ottawa 50/70 sand

emin*

emax*

Gs

0.56
0.85
2.65
*After Hryciw and Thomann (1993)

d10
(mm)
0.248

d30
(mm)
0.259

d50
(mm)
0.264

d60
(mm)
0.266

Cu

Cc

1.07

1.02

1
0.9
0.8

Fraction passing

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
Sieve Data
Fredlund et al 2000
Oblate Spheroid
Prolate Spheroid

0.2
0.1
0

1

0.1
Particle Size (mm)

Figure 3.1 Ottawa 50/70 GSD, oblate and prolate spheroid data points are approximated
grain sizes
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To obtain the oblate and prolate spheroid data points in Figure 3.1, which represent
approximated grain sizes, 24 images of sand grains were captured with an optical
microscope. The images were imported into AutoCAD Civil 3D and points were placed
around the perimeter of the sand grains. An ellipse in the form of a quadratic curve was
fit to each set of perimeter points. Details of the calculation are shown in Mathgram 3.1.
An image of a typical sand grain is shown in Figure 3.2 with the perimeter points and
fitted ellipse. The length of the major and minor semi-axis could then be determined from
the quadratic curve. The major and minor semi-axis and the specific gravity are used to
calculate the volume, mass, and fraction passing, and particle size assuming either oblate
or prolate spheroid particles. To obtain the oblate approximation, a volume (and mass,
using specific gravity) is generated by rotating the ellipse about the minor semi-axis. The
prolate approximation is obtained by rotation about the major semi-axis.

Figure 3.2 Typical sand grain
The oblate spheroid assumption fits the measured GSD best because silica sand particles
are closer to spheres (more like oblate spheroid) than “footballs” (prolate spheroids).
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Mathgram 3.1 Fitting an ellipse to a locus of points (continued)

Fitting a General Ellipse to a Locus of Points
2

2

F = a ⋅x + 2⋅b⋅x ⋅y + c ⋅y + 2⋅d⋅x + 2⋅f ⋅y + g

Note that the general quadratic curve is given by:

 x2 
 
 x ⋅y 
 
 2
D= y
 
 x 
 y 
 
 1 

F = D⋅ v

In matrix form, this may be written as:

a 
 
b 
c 
v = 
d 
f 
 
g 

We seek the vector v that will minimize the Euclidian distance between F and our data.
Read the data in to fit:
〈0〉
x := data

data := READFILE( "particle3.txt" , "delimited" )

〈1〉
y := data

Build the model matrix D and then the scatter matrix, S:

j := 0 .. last ( x )

onesj := 1


→
2
2
D := augment x , ( x ⋅ y) , y , x , y , ones

T

S := D ⋅ D

Build the constraint matrix, C (this ensures that the fit is indeed an ellipse and not, say, a hyperbola):
C5 , 5 := 0

C0 , 2 := 2

C2 , 0 := 2

C1 , 1 := −1

Solve the eigenvalue problem:
0




0




0
−
1


λ := eigenvals ( S ⋅ C) =
 2.677 × 1010 


8
 −2.983 × 10 

8
 −2.653 × 10 


→
n := max ( λ )

a 
 
b 
c 
−1
  := eigenvec ( S ⋅ C , n)
d
 
f 
 
g 

Take care of the factors of '2' in the general quadratic equation and view the fitting parameters:

b :=

b
2

d :=

d
2

f :=

f
2

 a   −0.598 
  

 b   −0.042 
 c   −0.795 
  =

 d   0.023 
 f   0.02 
  

 g   −0.001 
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Mathgram 3.1 Fitting an ellipse to a locus of points
Now, calculate some properties of the ellipse.
Center:

x0 :=

c ⋅d − b⋅f
2

(

φ :=

2

2

a ⋅f − b⋅d
2

)

2

(b2 − a ⋅ c) ⋅ 
(

2


( a − c) + 4 ⋅ b − ( a + c)
2

2

)

2

2⋅ a ⋅f + c ⋅d + g⋅b − 2⋅b ⋅d⋅f − a ⋅c ⋅g

(b2 − a ⋅ c) ⋅ −

2
1
2
π
2

= 0.005

2


( a − c) + 4 ⋅ b − ( a + c)
2

= 0.006

2

0 if ( b = 0) ∧ ( a < c)
π

= 0.023

b − a ⋅c

2⋅ a ⋅f + c ⋅d + g⋅b − 2⋅b⋅d⋅f − a ⋅c ⋅g

b' :=

Orientation:

y0 :=

b − a ⋅c
a' :=

Semi-axes lengths:

= 0.037

= 78.329 ⋅ deg

if ( b = 0) ∧ ( a > c)

 2 ⋅b 
 if ( b ≠ 0) ∧ ( a < c)
 a − c

atan 
+

1
2

 2⋅b 
 if ( b ≠ 0) ∧ ( a > c)
 a − c

atan 

Finally, plot results to visually confirm the fit:

t := 0 ,

π
1000

.. 2 ⋅ π

X ( t) := x0 + a' ⋅ cos ( t) ⋅ cos ( φ ) − b' ⋅ sin ( t) ⋅ sin ( φ )
Y ( t) := y0 + a' ⋅ cos ( t) ⋅ sin ( φ ) + b' ⋅ sin ( t) ⋅ cos ( φ )
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3.2.

Kaolinite Clay

Kaolinite is a 1:1 mineral composed of silica and octahedral sheets, typically aluminum
hydroxide in the form of gibbsite, with basal spacing between minerals is 7.2 Å forming
6-sided flakes (Mitchell and Soga 2005).Other physical properties of kaolinite are
summarized in Table 3.2. Franco et al. (2004) performed low-angle laser light scattering
to measure the particle size of kaolinite and published a probability density function
(PDF) of particle size. The PDF and resulting GSD are shown in Figure 3.3. Franco et al.
(2004) also measured a Branauer-Emmet-Teller specific surface area of 8.6 m2/g using
nitrogen gas as an absorbate.
Table 3.2 Summary of kaolinite physical properties

Property
emax
emin
Sa (m2/g)

Measured
-

Typical
≅3
≅ 0.85
8.6, 10-20

Gs
Basal Spacing (Å)

2.60
-

2.60-2.68
7.2

Reference
Grim 1962; Warkentin and Yong 1962
Grim 1962; Warkentin and Yong 1962
Franco et al. 2004; Mitchell and Soga
2005
Mitchell and Soga 2005
Mitchell and Soga 2005

1

Fraction

0.8

0.6

0.4
Measured Data
Calculated GSD
PDF after
Franco et al. 2004

0.2

0
-4
10

-3

10

-2

10
Particle Size (mm)

Figure 3.3 Kaolinite PDF and GSD

-1

10
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The data points of the PDF from Franco et al. 2004 were fit with a cubic spline that
produced a function which was continuously differentiable over the entire particle size
range. The function was integrated to obtain the cumulative density function (GSD)
shown in Figure 3.3. Details of this process can be seen in Mathgram 3.2.
The kaolinite used in the mixtures was manufactured by Unimin Corporation and
marketed as “Sno-Brite Industrial Kaolin.” The clay has a specific gravity Gs = 2.60,
measured by water pycnometer (ASTM D854-10). The GSD of this particular kaolinite
was measured by hydrometer and is shown in Figure 3.3. In order to determine the
subsequent composite GSD’s, the data from Franco et al. (2004) were used since they
provided a complete GSD.
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Mathgram 3.2 Integration of a splined PDF to obtain the GSD
Read in the PDF data points from Franco et al. (2004):
data := READFILE( "kaolinite_PDFdata.txt" , "delimited" )

x := data

〈0〉

y := data

〈1〉

Process data to convert to engineering units:
size := x

percent := exp( y )

NOTE: Size is in µ m

Fit a cubic spline between each data point and create a continuously differentiable function f:
R := cspline ( size , percent )
f ( X) := interp ( R , size , percent , X)

Integrate function to get the grain size distribution:
⌠
F( X) := 
⌡

X

f ( X) dX

0

Plot for verification and compare to "Measured" data:
X := logspace ( min( size) , max( size) , 1000)
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3.3.Mixture Data
Tests were performed on mixtures ranging from 0 to 100% clay in 10% increments by
mass. Test identifications for each mixture used in the remainder of this report are
summarized in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3- Mixture Identification, percent clay by mass

Test ID
100c_0s 90c_10s 80c_20s 70c_30s 60c_40s 50c_50s
Percent Clay
100
90
80
70
60
50
Test ID
40c_60s 30c_70s 20c_80s 10c_90s 0c_100s
Percent Clay
40
30
20
10
0

Mixture preparations varied by test and are described for each test in the relevant chapter.

3.4.Discussion
Binary combinations of materials of greatly different sizes (i.e. coarse and fine grained
materials) produce physical properties of the mixtures different than those of the
individual constituents. Effects on mixture behavior and physical properties by mixture
ratio are discussed.

3.4.1.

Mixture Density

There exists a critical fines content where the void spaces between sand particles are
completely filled with clay solids and clay voids. That is to say:
Vvs = Vsc + Vvc

(3.1)

where Vvs is the void space between sand particles, Vsc is the volume of clay solids, and
Vvc is the void space in the clay. Noting that Vv=e·Vs; and that for mass-fraction mixtures,
Msc=f·Mt and Mss=(1-f)·Mt where Vv is the volume of voids, e is the void ratio, Vs is the
volume of solids, Msc is the mass of clay solids, f is the clay fraction, Mss is the mass of
sand solids, Mt is the total mixture mass, Equation (3.1) may be expressed as:
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es M t (1 − f *) M t f * ec M t f *
=
+
Gss ρ w
Gsc ρ w
Gsc ρ w

(3.2)

Where es and ec are the void ratios of the sand and clay fraction respectively, Gss and Gsc
are the specific gravities of sand and clay respectively, ρw is the density of water, and f* is
the critical fines content (after Choo and Burns 2014). Cancelling like terms and
rearranging:
f*=

es Gsc
Gss (1 + ec ) + es Gsc

(3.3)

The critical fines content f* can be used to understand the changes in minimum and
maximum void ratios of the sand-clay mixtures. As the clay content is increased from 0%
fines, the clay particles begin to fill the voids between a dominant sand skeleton. When
the critical fines content is reached, the clay and clay voids have completely filled the
void spaced between sand particles. Any additional clay added to the mixture at this point
begins to separate the sand particles from each other. This separates density behavior into
two regimes, clay fraction f ≤ f* and clay fraction f > f*.
Two definitions of void ratio are useful for describing the behavior of the mixtures:
global void ratio, eg, and intergranular void ratio, eig. Global void ratio, for clay fraction f

≤ f*, is defined as:
eg =

Vv Vvs − Vsc
=
Vs Vss + Vsc

(3.4)

Where Vvs is the void space in the sand. Noting the same relationships used to derive
Equation (3.2), global void ratio is:

e s (1 − f ) M t
Mtf
−
G ss ρ w
G sc ρ w
eg =
(1 − f ) M t
Mtf
+
G ss ρ w
G sc ρ w
Simplifying:

(3.5)
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eg = −

G ss f − e s G sc + e s fG sc
G sc − G sc f + G ss f

(3.6)

And for clay fraction f > f*, global void ratio is:
eg =

Vv
V vc
e c fG ss
=
=
V s V ss + V sc
G sc − fG sc + fG ss

(3.7)

The intergranular void ratio describes the space between sand particles, whether they be
filled with voids or clay. The intergranular void ratio, for clay fraction f ≤ f*, is defined
as:
e ig =

V vs
= es
V ss

(3.8)

And for clay fraction f > f*, the intergranular void ratio is:
e ig =

V sc + V vc
V ss

(3.9)

Invoking the same relationships used to derive Equation (3.2) and simplifying,
intergranular void ratio is:
e ig =

f (1 + e c ) G ss
(1 − f ) G sc

(3.10)

The global and intergranular void ratios may now be expressed as functions of clay
fraction f. Considering the minimum and maximum void ratios of pure kaolinite
(ec,min=0.85 and ec,max=3) and pure Ottawa 50/70 sand (es,min=0.56 and es,max=0.85), two
bounding void ratio states exist:
•

Case 1: Minimum clay void ratio and minimum sand void ratio (lower bound)

•

Case 2: Maximum clay void ratio and maximum sand void ratio (upper bound)

Note that two intermediate cases also exist: minimum clay void ratio and maximum sand
void ratio, and maximum clay void ratio and minimum sand void ratio. These two cases
are not considered herein because natural occurrence or laboratory assembly of a
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specimen fitting these cases is unlikely. Furthermore, case 1 and 2 bound these other
possible cases. Figure 3.4 shows how the minimum and maximum global and
intergranular void ratios vary for mixtures of sand and clay. Note that intergranular void
ratio is only shown out to f=0.9 because intergranular void ratio tends to infinity as f
approaches one.
(a)
3

10

Case 1
Case 2

Case 1
Case 2
Intergranular Void Ratio

2.5
Global Void Ratio

(b)

2

2
1.5
1

1

10

0

10

0.5
0

-1

0

0.5
Clay Fraction

1

10

0

0.5
Clay Fraction

1

Figure 3.4 Clay mass fraction effects on (a) global void ratio and (b) intergranular void
ratio
3.4.2. Particle Size Distribution
Varying the mixture ratio affects particle size distribution and parameters describing
particle size distribution. Figure 3.5 shows composite GSD’s for select mixture ratios to
demonstrate how gradation changes as mixture ratio changes. The composite GSD’s are
calculated by combining the individual material GSD’s in the following manner:
f pass = f pass , sand (1 − f clay ) + f pass ,clay ( f clay )

(3.11)

where fpass is the resulting fraction passing of the mixture, fpass, sand is the fraction passing
of the sand, fpass, clay is the fraction passing of the clay, and fclay is the clay fraction by
mass.
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1
80% Clay
50% Clay
20% Clay
Sand particles

Fraction Passing

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0
10

−1

−2

10

−3

10
Particle Size (mm)

−4

10

10

Figure 3.5 Composite grain size distributions
Changes in gradation are also quantified in Figure 3.6 which shows how the coefficient
of uniformity (Cu = d60 / d10), coefficient of curvature (Cc = d302 / (d10 x d60)), and filter
criterion change as mixture ratio changes. Note, dxx denotes the particle size
corresponding to xx% passing.
(b)
40

150

30

Cc

C

u

(a)
200

100
50
0

20
10

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Clay Fraction

0.8

1

0

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Clay Fraction

0.8

1

Figure 3.6 Gradation properties (a) coefficient of uniformity (b) coefficient of curvature
When mixture proportions are approximately equal, the mixtures are least uniform
because small (d10) particles are about as present in the mixture as large (d60) particles
when considering the mixture GSD’s. The coefficient of curvature indicates a condition
of gap gradation when Cc < 3. As seen in Figure 3.6, only 20% clay mixture is classified
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as well-graded and not gap-graded, which also corresponds approximately to the
theoretical critical fines content (see Figure 3.4).

3.4.3. Specific Surface Area
Specific surface area is the surface area of all particles per unit mass (expressed as
area/mass) or per unit volume of solids (expressed as 1/length). The specific surface area
of Ottawa 50/70 sand is 8.6x10-3 m2/g, estimated after Santamarina et al. (2002):
Sa =

3( C U + 7)
4 ρ w G S d 50

(3.12)

Using the specific surface area for kaolinite reported by Franco et al. (2004) of 8.6 m2/g,
specific surface area of the mixtures may be expressed as a function of mixture ratio:

Sa = Sac ( f ) + Sas (1 − f )

(3.13)

Where Sa is the specific surface area of the mixture, Sac is the specific surface area of
clay, Sas is the specific surface area of sand, and f is the clay fraction. Mixture specific
surface may also be calculated using Equation (3.12) by using Cu and d50 from the
Fredlund et al. (2000) GSD fits presented in Section 3.4.2 and a mass-weighted average
of Gs.
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2

Specific Surface Area (m /g)

10

0

10

−1

10

−2

10

Mass−Averaged
Calculated

−3

10

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4
0.5
0.6
Clay Fraction

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Figure 3.7 Specific surface area of mixtures, mass-averaged data after Equation (3.13)
and Calculated data after Equation (3.12)
Figure 3.7 shows that the clay particles are much smaller (and thus have larger specific
surface) than the sand particles because specific surface of the mixture is dominated by
clay, even at small clay fractions. The substantial disagreement between the massaveraged data and the calculated data stem from Santamarina et al. (2000)’s stipulation
that Equation (3.12) only be used for granular matter.
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4. Fall Cone Testing
4.1.

Introduction

The fall cone test provides an alternative means for measuring the LL and PL of soils and
is preferred by many researchers (Casagrande 1958, Sherwood and Ryley 1970, Wasti
1987). Standards for fall cone testing currently exist in many countries (Great Britan
BS1377, Europe CEN ISO/TS 17892-6, Canada CAN/BNQ 2501-092-M-86), but not in
the United States. The fall cone benefits from a firm theoretical background, a higher
degree of operator independence, and the ability to measure both LL and PL (or,
plasticity index, PI) with a single device. However, it does have several drawbacks: (1)
the fall cone test does not result in the same liquid limit as a Casagrande cup test for the
same material, however the measured liquid limits are uniformly inconsistent (Littleton
and Farmilo 1977, Wasti 1987); (2) the initial economic investment in the apparatus is
more for a fall cone test than a Casagrande test; and (3) cone surface roughnes and tip
bluntness can also affect cone penetration (Hansbo 1957,Houlsby 1982), so machine
wear is still an issue. In order to minimize the initial economic impact of using the fall
cone device and to provide additional data from the test for research and education, two
inexpensive data acquisition techniques have been developed.

4.2.

Fall Cone Modifications

Physical fall cone tests used a standard 30o apex 80-g cone supplied by ELE international
(the un-modified cone, Figure 4.1 (a)), a modified ELE International cone outfitted with
an LVDT and a camera (Figure 4.1 (b)), and a calibrated specimen cup of known volume.
A Casagrande cup with a hard base manufactured by Soil Test Chicago was used for
comparison to fall cone findings, and hand rolling of soil threads was used for plastic
limit comparison.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1 (a) Unmodified and (b) modified fall cone
The modified fall cone was outfitted with two new inexpensive data acquisition (DAQ)
techniques to provide accurate measurements at a precise penetration duration and timedisplacement data of the cone motion. The first DAQ technique uses an inexpensive
webcam to record the motion of the cone; this method is referred to as fall cone image
processing (FCIP). Modifications required to use a fall cone with FCIP cost less than
$100 and yield displacement-time histories, visual representation of soil deformation, and
measurements at a specific time as accurate as ± 1/ (camera frame rate). The second DAQ
technique uses a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) to record the
displacement of the cone; this method is referred to as the LVDT method. Modifications
required to implement the LVDT method cost less than $1,400 and yield time-
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displacement data with very high resolution, and measurements at a specific time as
accurate as ± 1/(data sample rate). The LVDT method modifies the weight of the cone;
the implications of this are discussed subsequently.

4.3.

Theory of the Fall Cone Test

The consistency and undrained shear strength of a fine-grained soil depend on water
content. At the liquid limit the undrained shear strength of any remolded plastic soil
varies over a narrow range, approximately 1.47 – 2.45 kPa (Youssef et al. 1965), Wroth
and Wood (1978) suggest a value of 1.7 kPa. Equation (4.1) uses this as the basis for
determination of the liquid limit with the fall cone (Hansbo 1957; Wood and Wroth
1978):

su d 2
=K
W

(4.1)

where su is the undrained shear strength, d is cone penetration, W is the weight of the
cone, and K is a constant depending on cone angle. If su is constant for all remolded
plastic soils at the liquid limit, then the penetration depth is the same for all remolded
plastic soils using the same cone weight and geometry. For a standard 80-g 30o apex
cone, the water content at 20 mm of penetration is the liquid limit (Sowers et al. 1960;
British Standards Institute 1990).
The relationship in Equation (4.1) is the theoretical background which makes it the
preferred method to determine consistency limits of soil. It is not readily apparent that the
dynamic nature of the traditional Casagrande percussion method is based on the theory of
liquid limit.

4.4.

LVDT Method

The LVDT method modifies the weight of the standard cone because a spacer and the
LVDT shaft (Figure 4.1 (b)) are added to the falling weight of the cone. Note that the
LVDT does not contain a spring, so no spring force is present. The total falling mass of
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the modified fall cone assembly is 116.3 g. Based on Equation (4.1), the penetration at
the liquid limit for the modified 116.3 g cone is:
su (20 mm ) 2 su ( d LVDT ) 2
=
→ d LVDT = 24.1mm
80 g
116.3 g

(4.2)

A Sangalmo-Schlumberger ACR50 LVDT was used, which was supplied with an AC
excitation by a Validyne CD148 Carrier Demodulator, which output a DC signal. The
CD148 was mounted in a Validyne MC1 chassis and powered by a Validyne PM212. The
DC output was measured and recorded by an Agilent 34925A multiplexer and a 34980A
digital multi-meter (DMM). Any LVDT which has acceptable displacement range and
doesn’t increase the falling weight such that the liquid limit penetration depth is greater
than the height of the specimen (see Equation (4.2)) would be sufficient.
The LVDT was calibrated after it was installed in the modified apparatus. Calibration
was performed by placing a stack of flat metal spacers of known height beneath the cone.
Signal outputs from the LVDT were recorded as metal spacers were removed and the
cone (and thus the LVDT) moved downward. The resulting displacement-voltage data
pairs were plotted and a calibration curve was determined (Figure 4.2 and Equation (4.3):
60
Calibration Points
Fit

Displacement (mm)

50

R2 = 0.99997

40
30
20
10
0
−10
−5

−4

−3

−2
−1
Volts (V)

0

Figure 4.2 LVDT Calibration

1

2
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Displacement = −7.8743

mm
*Volts + 14.657 mm
volt

(4.3)

For the configuration described above, the result of a single fall cone penetration with the
LVDT method is a text file with data pairs of displacement and time to the nearest 0.001
second.

4.5.

FCIP Method

The webcam used for FCIP was a Microsoft LifeCam Studio, but any webcam capable of
being controlled by MATLAB with at least 30 frames per second capture speed and 720p
resolution would be acceptable. The webcam was controlled by a MATLAB script
(Appendix A) which simultaneously recorded an image frame and timestamp at the
maximum frame rate of the camera. GeoPIV (White and Take 2002) is a suite of
MATLAB scripts which performs particle image velocimetry (PIV) analysis on a
sequence of image frames. The resulting image frame sequence from a fall cone test was
passed through the GeoPIV software and resulting cone displacement time-histories were
determined.
In order to ensure accurate measurements by FCIP, several steps were taken. First, targets
(Figure 4.3) were added to the cone. The purpose of the target was to ensure that GeoPIV
was tracking the same point in each image frame by providing a distinctive region of high
contrast. No noticeable difference was seen between Target 1 and Target 2. Because of
distortions inherent to all camera lenses, care was taken in setting up the camera relative
to the cone.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 (a) Target 1 and (b) Target 2
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Camera lens distortion is typically near zero at the center of the image frame, and
increases radially outward. By positioning the camera such that the entire range of motion
of the target was within the middle third of the image frame, effects of image distortion
were minimized. Additionally, the camera was set up such that the image sensor plane
was parallel to the plane of motion of the target. Since GeoPIV yielded pixeldisplacements, a scale factor was needed to transform pixel-displacements to engineering
units. To do so, a 6.35 mm scaled grid (Figure 4.4) was placed as close to the cone target
as possible and in the same plane as the cone motion.

Figure 4.4 Typical grid for scaling (shown to scale)
The FCIP method was calibrated in a similar manner as the LVDT method. Flat metal
spacers of known thickness were placed beneath the cone. An image was captured and
then a spacer was removed. This was repeated until a sufficient displacement was
traversed. The image frames were processed in GeoPIV and the displacements measured
with GeoPIV were compared with the known displacements resulting from removal of
the spacers (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5 Calibration of the FCIP method, R2 indicates fit to 1:1 line
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Using the approach described above, the result of a single fall cone penetration is a
collection of image files and a text file with the time elapsed since the first image capture.

4.6.

Specimen Cup

Two specimen cups were used for all fall cone testing. The cups are cylindrical 45mm
high by 55mm diameter containers described in the British Standard BS1377. The
volumes of the cups were determined by measuring the dry mass of the cup and a glass
plate. The cups were then filled with water and the glass plate was placed over the top of
the cup to prevent menisci from forming. The exterior of the plate and cup were
thoroughly dried and then the assembly was weighed again. After weighing, the
temperature of the water in the cup was measured. The volume of the cup could then be
calculated. This was repeated three times for each cup and the averages of the three
measurements are reported in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Fall cone specimen cup volumes

Average Volume of Cup 1 (cm3)
95.59

4.7.

Average Volume of Cup 2 (cm3)
95.23

Procedure

4.7.1. Data Collection
Soil consistency testing with the modified fall cone devices consisted of two parts. In the
first part, the modified fall cone methods (LVDT and FCIP) were verified by comparing
the measured liquid and plastic limits using these methods to the liquid and plastic limits
measured using an un-modified fall cone and to the results of procedures in ASTM
D4318-10 (i.e. Casagrande cup and thread rolling). For the validation, three soil mixtures
were used: 100c_0s, 100% bentonite, and 50c_50s. The second part involved testing the
remaining sand-clay mixtures with the LVDT method only. The preceding testing
procedure is based on the multi-point method in BS 1377 (British Standards Institute
1990).
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Each soil to be tested was prepared in four separate mixtures: two approximately dry of
the liquid limit and two approximately wet of the liquid limit. Each mixture was mixed
until it appeared homogenous, and then allowed to cure for at least 16 hours for proper
clay hydration. All mixtures were kept in sealable plastic bags to minimize desiccation.
After curing, a portion of the mixture was spooned into the cup. To minimize air
entrapment in the specimen cup, an excess of soil was pressed into the cup and allowed to
extrude around the spatula. This was repeated several times until no more air was seen or
heard escaping from the specimen cup. The soil was then scraped level with the top of the
cup. The total mass of the cup was measured and recorded.
For the un-modified fall cone testing, the specimen cup was placed in the apparatus and
the cone was adjusted to be just at the soil surface. The dial gauge was zeroed and the
cone was released by manually depressing the release mechanism. A penetration duration
of 5 seconds was approximated (+/- 1 second is consistent with BS 1377) and then the
release mechanism was locked. The penetration was measured by the dial gauge and
recorded. The specimen was removed from the fall cone apparatus, the cone was cleaned,
and new material was added to the specimen cup to fill the void left by the cone. In the
process of adding new material, the specimen was completely remixed. The cup was reweighed and the specimen was tested again. If the second penetration was within 0.5mm
of the first penetration, a sample was removed from the specimen cup for water content
determination, and the average of the two penetrations was used as the penetration at that
water content. If the second penetration was within 1mm of the first penetration, a third
test was performed. If all three test penetrations were within 1mm, a water content
measurement was made and the average of the three penetrations was recorded as the
penetration at that water content. If any of the three penetrations were greater than 1mm
apart, the entire mixture was remixed and the specimen cup was re-packed. After two or
three successful tests of one mixture, the cup was washed and dried prior to beginning a
new mixture. These procedures are consistent with those outlined in BS 1377.
Fall cone testing with the modified cone was the same as with the un-modified cone
except that before the cone lock mechanism was depressed, the MATLAB script
controlling the camera was started and the data acquisition for the LVDT method was
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started. At the conclusion of the test, the LVDT was used to determine the displacement
instead of a dial gauge.
Wood and Wroth (1978) suggest that the plastic index of a soil can be measured with the
fall cone by observing the difference in water content at the same penetration for cones of
different weights. All mixtures and bentonite were testing using the modified cone with
an additional 100 g weight (total cone weight of 216.3 g). For heavy cone tests, data were
acquired using both FCIP method and LVDT method for the bentonite, 100c_0s, and
50c_50s mixtures, and the LVDT method only for all other mixtures.

4.7.2. Data Reduction
The FCIP and LVDT methods of data collection result in large quantities of data:
thousands of time-displacement data pairs for the LVDT method and hundreds of image
files for the FCIP method.
In order to successfully process images using PIV for the FCIP method, images with
motion blur were omitted. This resulted in data sparsity during the initial cone motion as
the first 3-5 images were omitted. The corresponding timestamps were also omitted in
order to ensure proper time-displacement measurements. PIV produces pixel
displacements, which were scaled to engineering units using scaling factors measured
from the scale grid in the image frame to produce time-displacement data. The
displacement at 5 seconds was then selected from the time-displacement data pairs by
selecting the displacement occurring closest to 5 seconds from the onset of penetration.
The FCIP method used herein results in a precision in duration of:

1
2( Frame Rate)

(4.4)

Since the LVDT method resulted in displacement measurements directly, the
displacement at 5 seconds was chosen directly from the raw data by selecting the
displacement measurement occurring closest to 5 seconds from the onset of penetration.
The LVDT method used herein results in a precision in duration of:
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1
2( Sample Rate)

4.8.

(4.5)

Results

4.8.1. DAQ Validation
For comparison to the FCIP and LVDT methods, data from the 100c_0s, 50c_50s, and
bentonite tests are compared. The time-histories are compared in Figure 4.6-4.9. A
typical time history of the full test duration (about 10 seconds) is shown in Figure 4.6;
Figures 4.7-4.9 show typical behavior for the 100c_0s, 50c_50s, and bentonite mixtures
in the first 0.2 seconds only of penetration in order to better demonstrate the cone motion.
Figures 4.7-4.9 also compare the data to Hansbo’s analytical solution for cone motion
(Hansbo 1957). The resulting liquid limits measured using the FCIP and LVDT methods,
the un-modified cone, and the ASTM D4318-10 methods are compared in Table 4.2
The bentonite used is a commercially available sodium bentonite manufactured by WyoBen under the trade name “Envirogel 200.” Wyo-Ben reports a specific gravity range of
2.45-2.55 for this product. The liquid limit was measured as 520, liquid limits for
bentonite found in literature are reported in Section 2.2.3.
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Figure 4.6 Typical time-histories for the FCIP and LVDT method. Showing 100c_0s_51.
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Figure 4.7 100c_0s time history, note data sparsity of the FCIP method
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Figure 4.8 50c_50s time history, note data sparsity of the FCIP method
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Figure 4.9 Bentonite time history, note data sparsity of the FCIP method
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Table 4.2 Liquid limits of various mixtures for DAQ verificaiton

Mixture

LVDT

FCIP

Unmodified Fall Cone

ASTM
D4318

100% Kaolinite

49

48

49

42

50%Sand/50%
Kaolinite

27

27

27

24

100% Bentonite

526

538

511

526

Table 4.2 and Figures 4.6 - 4.9 demonstrate that both the FCIP and LVDT methods yield
comparable results to each other and the unmodified cone. Although the fall cone results
differ from the Casagrande percussion cup method, they differ similarly to results
published in the literature (e.g., Budhu 1985; Leroueil and Le Bihan 1996; Sridharan and
Prakash 1998). There is slightly less of a reduction in liquid limit values using the
percussion device reported in the literature than shown in this study. This is likely the
result of using the American-style hard base percussion cup, rather than the British style
soft-base style percussion cup.

4.8.2. Flow Curves
Flow curves are the penetration-water content data pairs plotted with a linear fit to
determine water content at a specific penetration. Linear, log-linear, and log-log fitting
was performed by using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to minimize the L2 (i.e.,
Euclidian) norm of the errors; see Mathgram 4.1 for an example. Since the LVDT method
was used to develop these data, the depth of penetration at the liquid limit is 24.1 mm
using the 119.3 gm cone. (See Equation (4.2)). Figure 4.10 shows the heavy and light
cone flow curves for all sand-clay mixtures.
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Mathgram 4.1 General approach to curve fitting
Equation fitting using Mathcad is performed by minimizing the L2 norm of the
errors with the Minerr function
Given a set of x-y data pairs which a curve will be fit to:
data :=
0
1
Z := submatrix( data , 0 , rows ( data ) − 1 , 0 , 0) ⋅ mm
0 25.021 0.271
w := submatrix( data , 0 , rows ( data ) − 1 , 1 , 1)
1 32.879
...
A solve block is set up with guess values for each fitting parameter. The solve
block will utilize the Minerr function to minimize the sum of the square errors:
z( x, a , b ) := a⋅ x + b

a := 1 b := 1

Calculate best fit line:
Given

z( w , a , b )

Z
mm

 a  := Minerr ( a , b ) =  245.559
 


b 
 −42.228

Define a range variable and check the
results:
W := min( w) , min( w) + 0.001.. max( w)

All curve fitting exercises performed in this study followed a similar routine, only guess
values and the function may have changed.
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Figure 4.10 (a) – (k) Flow curves for mixtures (continued)
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Figure 4.10 (a) – (k) Flow curves for mixtures

4.9.

Discussion

4.9.1. Consistency
Figure 4.10(j) and (k) show non-typical consistency testing results in the form of large
data scatter and severely non-parallel flow curves. These tests correspond to 10c_90s and
0c_100s specimens. This behavior is occurring because the mixture transitions from
plastic to non-plastic behavior between 20% and 10% clay. When the clay fraction is this
low, the behavior is no longer undrained and the fall cone is not measuring undrained
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shear strength. Non-plasticity was identified qualitatively during testing. When the nonplastic mixtures were spooned into the specimen cup at water contents high enough to
obtain a sufficient range in penetration, liquefaction or expelling of excess water
occurred. Non-plasticity is also identified quantitatively by examining the flow curves in
Figure 4.10 (j) and (k) and observing non-parallel flow curves.
The liquid and plastic limits are presented in Figure 4.11 as a function of fines fraction.
Plastic index is calculated using the methods proposed by Wood and Wroth (1978) and
the resulting plastic limit is also shown. Plastic limit is also calculated using Feng (2000)
and the resulting plastic index is shown. The liquid limit was calculated using the log-log
approach Feng (2000), and the linear-linear approach presented in BS 1377. Less than
2% difference in calculated liquid limit was found between the two methods and the Feng
(2000) method for determining liquid limit is used for all subsequent analysis.
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Figure 4.11 Consistency data, non-plastic mixtures identified as mixtures with less than
approximately 20% fines
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The considerable scatter in the plastic index data calculated with the Wood and Wroth
(1978) method (and thus the resulting plastic limit) can be attributed to the sensitivity of
their approach to smaller values of the cone weight ratio R = W1 / W2 (see Equation (2.16)
). It can be seen in Figure 4.12 that for a constant water content difference, small changes
in R produce vastly different plastic indices. Wood and Wroth (1978) use a cone weight
ratio R = 3, and the current study used a cone weight ratio R = 1.86. For smaller cone
weight ratios, water content differences at the same penetration decrease. Therefore, since
a smaller cone weight ratio was used, the plastic limit was more sensitive to precisely
measuring the slope of the flow curves and water content difference wL1 - wL2 and
experimental scatter was exacerbated.
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Figure 4.12 Plastic Index Variability

4.9.2. Voids at the Liquid Limit
The void ratio at the liquid limit may be calculated for a mixture if the assumption of
saturation is made:
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egL = wL [Gsc f + Gss (1 − f ) ]

(4.6)

where egL is the global void ratio at the liquid limit, wL is the liquid limit, Gsc is the
specific gravity of clay particles, Gss is the specific gravity of sand particles, and f is the
clay fraction. Similarly, the intergranular void ratio at the liquid limit eigL, is:
eigL =

Gss ( f + Gsc wL + fwL )
Gsc (1 − f )( wL + 1)

(4.7)

Figure 4.13 compares the calculated global and intergranular void ratio at the liquid limit
to the theoretical minimum and maximum void ratios predicted in Section 3.4.1. Global
and intergranular void ratios at the liquid limit change with fine fraction because (i)
packing efficiency changes with fine fraction, which influences the amount of void space,
and (ii) water content increases with fine fraction, so water displaces more solids in a
representative elemental volume at higher fine fractions.
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Figure 4.13 (a) and (b) Global void ratio and intergranular void ratio at the liquid limit
The measured eigL fall within the theoretical bounds because these bounds depend only on
the minimum and maximum void ratio of the sand, which is well characterized in the
literature. The theoretical bounds of global void ratio, however, depends also on the
minimum and maximum void ratio of clay, which is not well characterized in this study
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nor in the literature, and therefore the global void ratio bounds may not be correct. The
theoretical critical fines content also depends on the minimum and maximum void ratio
of the clay, which explains the small differences in fines fraction where theoretical and
measured minimum void ratios occur.

4.9.3. Undrained Shear Strength from Fall Cone Tests and the Effect of Sand on
Consistency
All remolded soil at the liquid limit has a constant undrained shear strength of
approximately 1.7 kPa (Wroth and Wood 1978) which increases with decreasing water
content and results in less cone penetration. The undrained shear strength of soil may be
calculated for each cone test with resulting penetration less than the penetration at the
liquid limit after Wood and Wroth (1978) in the following manner:

su =

KW
d 2

(4.8)

Where su is the undrained shear strength, K is the cone factor, W is the weight of the
cone, and d is the penetration depth. The cone factor K depends on cone geometry and for
a 30o cone is:
K =

su , LL d 2 LL
W

= 0.867

(4.9)

where su,LL is the undrained shear strength at the liquid limit equal to 1.7 kPa and dLL is
the penetration depth at the liquid limit. Using Equation (4.8), the undrained shear
strength for a given water content can be calculated by setting d equal to the penetration
depth at t = 5 s at that water content and using the cone factor K from Equation (4.9).
Figure 4.14 shows the resulting relationship between water content and undrained shear
strength for all fall cone tests with d < dLL. Undrained shear strength and water content
have been normalized by atmospheric pressure and liquid limit water content,
respectively, to effectively compare different mixtures.
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Figure 4.14 Undrained shear strength – water content relationship from fall cone tests
Koumoto and Houlsby (2001) show that the data in Figure 4.14 are linear in log w – log

su over a wide range of water content by aggregating a large data set of many soils. A
function of the form w = a(su/pa)-b was fit to the su – w data pairs for each mixture, then
the fitting parameters a and b can be plotted as a function of fines fraction.
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Figure 4.15 (a) Dependence of intercept parameter a and slope parameter b on fines
fraction of mixture and (b) effect of fines content on undrained shear strength at various
water contents with lighter lines representing more fines
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For clay-like mixtures, strength is derived primarily from physicochemical interactions
(adhesion, van der Waals forces) and partially from mechanical interactions, which the
sum of are relatively weaker than the mechanical interaction of sand-like mixtures. The
implications of this are shown in Figure 4.15 (b), which shows that decreasing fines
content decreases undrained shear strength at a given water content. The transition from
dominant physicochemical interaction to dominant mechanical interaction among
particles is manifested in Figure 4.15 (a) as the intercept a approaches an asymptotic
value as clay content decreases.
This phenomenon can be explained by considering specific surface area. Figure 3.7
shows the relationship between specific surface area and fines fraction. As fines fraction
increases, specific surface area also approaches a relatively asymptotic value since the
clay particles have a much higher specific surface area than the sand particles. The
specific surface asymptote occurs at approximately the same fines fraction as the
intercept a asymptote, and at approximately the same fines fraction when the mixture
transitions from plastic to non-plastic behavior. Specific surface area is expressed as
surface area per unit mass, but may be thought of as surface charge per unit mass. The
surface charge on the clay particles is responsible for attracting water molecules and
controlling mixture consistency.
Inclusion of sand in mixtures in the plastic region (fines fraction ≥ 0.2) decreases the
liquid limit because the sand decreases the undrained shear strength at a given water
content. Therefore, since the liquid limit is defined as a soil with undrained shear strength
of 1.7 kPa, the inclusion of sand lowers the amount of water needed to reach the liquid
limit.
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5. Stress-Strain-Strength Testing
In order to evaluate the influence of mixture ratio on stress-strain-strength
response, one-dimensional consolidation tests and undrained triaxial tests were
performed. Oedometric consolidation testing was performed on all mixtures, and
triaxial testing was performed on select mixtures.

5.1.

Consolidation Testing Equipment

Incremental load consolidation tests were performed in a fixed-ring oedometer (Figure
5.1) manufactured by Trautwein GeoTac. The ring dimensions are 6.35cm inside
diameter and 2.54cm high. Loads were applied with the servo-controlled GeoTac
automated load test system (Figure 5.2). Mixtures with more than 20% clay were
preconsolidated to 100kPa for at least 48 hours in a preconsolidation device (Figure 5.3)
which applied a constant load via regulated pressure source and an air-piston
manufactured by Bellofram.

Figure 5.1 Oedometer cell and assembly
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Figure 5.2 GeoTac automated load test system

Figure 5.3 Preconsolidation Device
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5.2.

Consolidation Testing Procedure

5.2.1. Mixtures with more than 20% Clay
Mixtures with more than 20% clay were mixed to a water content of about twice the
liquid limit until homogenous in a table-top dough mixer and then placed into the
preconsolidation device. Filter paper and porous stones were installed at both ends of the
preconsolidation device and then the 100 kPa load was applied for at least 48 hours.
Enough material was added to the preconsolidation device for an initial specimen height
of about 15 cm.
After preconsolidation, mixtures were extruded from the preconsolidation device and the
oedometer ring was pushed into the mixture. Excess material was trimmed and two water
content samples were taken from trimmings. The mass of the ring with and without
specimen was measured to determine the initial mass of the specimen. The oedometer
cell was then assembled with filter paper for placement in the load frame.
After the assembled oedometer cell was placed in the load frame, contact with the load
cell was made automatically by the servo-controlled load frame. A seating load of 5 kPa
was applied and maintained for 60min (120 minutes for the 100c_0s and 90c_10s
mixtures) while the specimen was inundated with de-ionized water. After the seating load
was applied, incremental loading began with a load increment ratio (LIR) of 0.25. The
load increments used are shown in Table 5.1.
At the end of the incremental loading, specimens were unloaded and held to the initial
seating load of 10kPa until the strain rate dropped to 0.2 %/hr or less by observing axial
displacement. Then an end-of-test specimen height measurement was made. The
specimen was then removed from the oedometer and weighed, and oven dried to
determine the end of test water content and mass of dry solids.
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Table 5.1 Consolidation Load Schedule (total stress, not incremental stress)

Step #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 12
38
48
60
75
93 116
Load (kPa) 10 13 16 20 24 31
Step #
13 14 15 16 17 18
19
20
21
22
23 24
Load (kPa) 146 182 227 284 355 444 555 416 312 234 176 132
Step #
25 26 27 28 29 30
31
32
33
34
35 36
81
102 127 159 199 248
Load (kPa) 99 74 56 42 52 65
Step #
37 38 39 40 41 42
43
44
45
46
Load (kPa) 311 388 485 607 758 948 1185 1481 1851 2314
5.2.2. Mixtures with 20% clay or less
For mixtures with 20% clay or less, the mixtures were mixed to a saturated state and
allowed to cure overnight. The oedometer cell was partially assembled with bottom
porous stone, bottom filter paper, and specimen ring in place (reference Figure 5.1). After
curing, the saturated mixture was pressed into the in-place load ring and over-filled, then
scraped level. The ring securer was then installed and the top filter paper, porous stone
and load platen were installed. Two samples from the remaining mixture were taken for
water content determination.
The mixture was then placed in the load frame and the LVDT was brought in contact
with the load platen and an initial LVDT reading was recorded. A seating load of 10 kPa
was then applied and the specimen was inundated with de-ionized water. After axial
strain rate reduced to 0.2 %/hour or less, the specimen was preconsolidated to 100 kPa
for four hours. The specimen was then unloaded to the seating pressure. After axial strain
rate reduced to 0.2 %/hour or less, the loading sequence in Table 5.1 began.
During the test, the water level in the oedometer was monitored and adjusted to ensure
specimen saturation. After the end of the final load step, the specimen was unloaded to
the seating pressure of 10 kPa and held at this load until strain rate dropped below
0.2%/hour. The end of test deformation was recorded and the oedometer was removed
from the load frame. The specimen was then removed from the oedometer and weighed,
and oven dried to determine the end of test water content and mass of dry solids.
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5.3.

Consolidation Data Analysis

Each test resulted in a text file with time-deformation readings for each load increment.
These data sets were analyzed to find t50, t90, t100, ε0, ε50, ε90, ε100, H, and e which are the
time to 50%, 90%, 100% consolidation, initial strain, strain at 50%, 90%, and 100%
consolidation, the specimen height at 100% consolidation, and the void ratio at 100%
consolidation, respectively. These values were found using Taylor’s square-root time
method because a semi-automated computer program was written to expedite data
analysis and the square root time method was more conducive to this. Figure 5.4 shows a
typical data set from a single load increment. Details for data reduction and analysis can
be seen in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.4 Typical load increment strain, “fit points” are used to determine line A and C
The computer program follows the procedure outlined in ASTM D2435-11: First Line A
is fit to the initial straight line portion of the data, these are the “Fit Points” in Figure 5.4,
and require human interaction to select. This is the only human interaction in the process.
Next, Line C is calculated, and the intercept with the measured data is determined by
fitting a high-order polynomial to the measured data and finding the intercept of the
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polynomial and Line C. This intercept is used to calculate the values mentioned above.
After the data reduction and analysis were performed, the first four load steps were
disregarded because system compliance and sensitivity of sensors resulted in unreliable
data for these low stress load increments.
The compression index Cc and recompression index Cr were measured by plotting the
void ratio at the end of each load increment versus the logarithm of vertical effective
stress and measuring by eye the slope of portion of the curve. Compression index Cc is
taken as the negative of the slope of the straight-line portion of unload/reload cycles and
Cr is taken as the slope of the recompression data. A typical e-log(σv’) plot is shown
below, with hand estimated compression indices:
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Figure 5.5 Typical void ratio – stress relationship and determination of compression
indices by eye
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5.4.

Consolidation Results

Compression index Cc and recompression index Cr are determined for each mixture and
shown in Figure 5.6 as a function of fines fraction. The coefficient of consolidation cv is
calculated for load increments 29-40, corresponding to the recompression portion, and is
averaged and called the overconsolidated coefficient of consolidation cv,OC. For each load
increment 41-46, corresponding to virgin compression, cv is calculated and averaged and
called the normally consolidated coefficient of consolidation cv,NC. The variation of the
two coefficients of consolidation with respect to fines fraction is shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Coefficient of consolidation

5.5.

Consolidation Discussion

5.5.1. Effect of Mixture Ratio on Compressibility
The compression index Cc (Figure 5.6) displays three distinct behavior regions: sand-like
from approximately 0 – 20% clay, composite-like from approximately 20%-80% clay,
and clay-like for mixtures with about 80% or more clay.
Sand-like compression behavior is dominated by the sand skeleton because these mixture
ratios are below the critical fines content. Since clay particles are primarily in the
interstitial spaces between sand grains, they carry minimal load, which results in the stiff
response of these sand-like mixtures. Importantly, the transition between sand-like and
composite-like compression behavior occurs at approximately the same fines content as
the theoretical critical fines content where void spaces are completely filled with clay and
clay voids.
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Composite-like behavior exhibits increasing compressibility (decreasing stiffness) as the
fine fraction is increased. As the fine fraction is increased beyond the critical fines
content, the clay particles push apart the sand skeleton. The result is increasing
compressibility as load is transferred from sand skeleton to clay matrix. Increasing clay
fraction pushes sand particles apart farther and farther, resulting in the increasing trend of
Cc with fines fraction in the composite-like behavior region.
Clay-like behavior region exhibits a uniform maximum compressibility as the mixtures
are dominated by the response of the relatively soft clay. Even though sand particles may
be present, they are so dilute in the clay matrix that little to no interaction may occur
between these particles.
These behavior regimes may be better understood by considering Figure 5.8. For sandlike behavior, Lclay is approximately equal to zero, since the clay occupies primarily the
interstitial pore spaces between sand grains. This results in the relatively stiff response
where deformation is due primarily to deformation of the sand skeleton and individual
sand particles. During sand-like behavior average coordination number among sand
particles remains relatively large. For composite-like behavior, Lclay is greater than zero,
but small enough that the sand particles contact one another after some level of straining.
This results in decreased stiffness (more deformation) with increasing clay fraction as

Lclay increases. During composite-like behavior, some sand particles are still in contact,
but the average coordination number among sand particles is decreasing with increasing
clay content and increasing with applied load, where coordination number is defined as
the number of particles a single particle contacts. Clay-like behavior occurs when Lclay is
large enough that the strain in the clay fraction causes little to no interaction among sand
particles. During clay-like behavior, the average coordination number among sand
particles is approximately zero.
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Figure 5.8 Partitioning of strains (after Peters and Berney 2009)
The recompression index Cr also exhibits behavior which may be categorized in these
regimes, but it is much less pronounced. Because the recompression index is describing
overconsolidated behavior, the sand-clay mixture has already reoriented into a
preferential packing. The implication of this reorientation, besides the obvious reduction
in compressibility, is manifested in a less noticeable distinction between the compositelike and clay-like behavior.
This lack of transition from the composite-like to clay-like behavior in Cr can be
explained by considering that Cr is measured during overconsolidated response. The soil
has already experienced a larger past maximum load, which has previously reoriented the
soil fabric to a preferential arrangement. Upon unloading from this maximum past
pressure, restitution is primarily elastic. Therefore, upon reloading to the maximum past
pressure, compression is due primarily to elastic-like compression of the clay matrix,
which increases proportionally with respect to clay fraction as long as there is clay
between sand particles (e.g. fines content is larger than the sand-like to composite-like
transition fines content). This is consistent with Patil et al. (2011) who show that in
mixtures of granulated tire rubber in a clayey matrix, restitution occurs primarily in the
less stiff portion of the mixture matrix.
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5.5.2. Effect of Mixture Ratio on Rate of Consolidation
Fig. asdsad below shows the complex relationship between coefficient of consolidation,
vertical effective stress, and clay fraction. Values of coefficient of consolidation under
low vertical effective stresses (< 500 kPa) exhibit significant noise, particularly while
clay fraction is small. This is a result of several conditions: (1) The oedometric method is
not suitable for highly permeable material (2) calculation of coefficient of consolidation
at the low confining pressures includes unload increments which yields difficult to locate
values of t90 and (3) machine compliance is an issue at low confining pressures.

Figure 5.9 Three-dimensional comparison of factors affecting coefficient of consolidation
The coefficient of consolidation Cv is an indication of rate of consolidation. For the
square-root time method:

Cv =

T90 H dr 2
t90

(5.1)

where t90 = 0.848, the dimensionless time factor for 90% consolidation, Hdr is the average
drainage path length, and t90 is the time to 90% consolidation. Equation (5.1) shows that
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Cv is proportional to the rate of consolidation. Figure 5.7 shows two distinct behaviors
with regards to rate of consolidation: Mixtures with 40% and less clay consolidate more
than an order of magnitude faster than mixtures with 50% or greater clay.
This abrupt behavior transition can be explained by percolation. At clay contents of 40%
or less clay, continuous or nearly continuous chains of sand particles exist along the
drainage paths. These sand chains create preferential flow paths for water because water
molecules will more easily flow around sand particles or between a sand and clay particle
than between two clay particles due to the strong physicochemical interactions between
clay particles and water molecules. As the clay content exceeds 40%, continuous chains
of sand particles and the associated preferential flow paths no longer exist.
Peters and Berney (2009) report that for random distributions of sand suspended in a clay
matrix, percolation occurs at an intergranular void ratio of about 2.57. Recalling Figure
3.4 (b), an intergranular void ratio of 2.57 occurs at a mixture ratio of about 50% for the
sand and clay in this study.
The coefficient of consolidation Cv is related to the hydraulic conductivity k:

Cv =

k (1 + e 0 )
γ w av

(5.2)

where e0 is the initial void ratio for a given loading step and av is the coefficient of
compressibility. The coefficient of compressibility av describes the changes in void ratio
with changes in stress and, as shown in Equation (5.3), av is not constant and varies with
stress.

av = −

∆e
∆σ v

(5.3)

A function of the form f(σv ; x̄)=x1ln(σv + x2) + x3 was fit to the e – σv data for each
mixture (Figure 5.10 (a)). The derivative of these functions was then used to determine av
for each mixture at each load step (Figure 5.10 (b)). The results can be seen in Figure
5.11 for three select load increments.
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Figure 5.10 (a) example fits of f(σv)=x1ln(σv + x2) + x3, and (b) derivatives of function f
to determine av with lighter colors indicating more fines
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Figure 5.11 Coefficient of compressibility, av (a) for σv = 554 kPa (normally
consolidated), (b) for σv = 2314 kPa (normally consolidated) and (c) for σv = 31 kPa
(overconsolidated), note change of scale on ordinate
Rearranging Equation (5.2) and solving for conductivity k and using the coefficient of
consolidation data presented in Figure 5.7 and the coefficient of compressibility data
presented in Figure 5.11, the permeability may be determined for each mixture for each
load increment. The results are presented in Figure 5.12 for the selected load increments.
The value of permeability also changes abruptly at approximately 50% fines, which
suggests that the abrupt change in coefficient of consolidation seen in Figure 5.7 is
resulting from changes in preferential flow path due to percolation of sand grains.
Significant scatter in the permeability data from oedometer tests is not uncommon
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because permeability tests on small specimen generally give misleading results
(Crawford 1986).
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Figure 5.12 Permeability for the two normally consolidated cases and one
overconsolidated case, dashed line showing inferred behavior trend

5.6.

Triaxial Testing Procedure

Consolidated-undrained (CU) triaxial testing involves two steps: drained consolidation
and undrained shearing. During the consolidation phase, a total stress is applied to the
specimen, and water is allowed to drain from the specimen, resulting in specimen volume
change. The undrained shearing phase involves closing the previously open drainage
valves (the specimen is a closed system) and applying a constant rate of axial
displacement. The result is a change in deviatoric stress and induced pore water pressures
inside the specimen.
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Triaxial tests were performed on 0c_100s, 10c_90s, 20c_80s, 30c_70s, 70c_30s,
80c_20s, and 100c_0s mixtures. These mixture ratios were tested to attempt to bracket
behavior thresholds observed in previous testing methods. All tests were consolidated
isotropically and shearing was performed at 150 kPa effective confining stress. Testing
procedures varied depending on mixture ratio, but all testing procedures began with an
initially dry drainage system and porous stones and were carried out in general
accordance with ASTM D4767-11.
Specimens were prepared differently depending on mixture ratio; preparation techniques
are explained subsequently. All specimens were approximately 140 mm high by 70 mm
in diameter.

5.6.1. Specimen Preparation for Mixtures with 30% or Less Clay
Mixtures were passed through a No. 30 sieve to break up any large clay clumps and then
mixed thoroughly in the air dry state until homogeneous. A 0.3 mm thick membrane was
mounted on a 71 mm bottom platen and a combination membrane stretcher/specimen
mold was used to hold it open. A porous stone was placed directly on the loading platen
with filter paper. In order to reduce end platen friction, silicone vacuum grease was
sandwiched between two pieces of thin latex and placed between the filter paper and the
soil (see Figure 5.13) (Head 1980). The latex “sandwich” had holes cut to allow drainage
during consolidation. Mixture material was then spooned dry into the mold. A special
spooning device was developed to minimize free-fall of material and facilitate “placing”
of the material. Material was placed in the expanded membrane in eight lifts of equal
height (approximately 19 mm) and then tamped. Tamping energy was varied such that
the bottom lift received the least amount of compaction energy and the top lift received
the most (Frost and Jang 2000). The tamper was dropped from a height of 15 cm and the
number of blows was varied from bottom to top lift from 4 to 32 blows in 4 blow
increments.
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Figure 5.13 Triaxial Specimen
After the last lift was tamped, the top latex, filter paper, porous stone, and loading platen
were installed and the membrane and o-rings installed around the top loading platen.
Before the membrane extractor was removed, -67 kPa of vacuum was applied to the
specimen and leaks could be detecting by observing airflow in the vacuum system
through a water bubbler.
Vacuum was applied to the top of the specimen and de-aired water was allowed to flow
from bottom to top. The pressure at the bottom of the specimen was held constant at -57
kPa for a pressure difference of 10 kPa across the specimen to allow flow. This is in
accordance with ASTM D4767-11. After de-aired water could be observed exiting the
top of the specimen, the deaired water supply was shut off and the specimen was allowed
to sit for at least 16 hours to ensure full wetting of the mixtures. Then the initial height
was measured at three evenly spaced points around the perimeter of the specimen and the
initial diameter was measured at the bottom, middle, and top. The triaxial cell was then
assembled, placed in the load frame, and filled with de-aired water.
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5.6.2. Specimen Preparation for Mixtures with More Than 30% Clay
Mixtures were mixed thoroughly in a bench-top dough mixer to a slurry consistency and
then poured into the preconsolidation device (Figure 5.3). Prior to pouring into the
preconsolidation device, the radius of the preconsolidation device was lined with filter
paper to shorten the effective drainage path and decrease preconsolidation time.
Preconsolidation stress was 100 kPa, and preconsolidation time was approximately 16
hours. Specimens were left in the preconsolidation device for at least 48 hours to ensure a
workable specimen. At the end of preconsolidation, the 102 mm diameter by 200 mm
height specimens were extruded and trimmed to approximately 70 mm diameter by 140
mm height using a vertical soil lathe.
Vacuum grease and latex “sandwiches” were placed at the ends of the trimmed specimen,
which was placed on filter paper, a porous stone, and the loading platen as in Figure 5.13.
The outside of the specimen was wrapped with a filter paper cage to facilitate drainage
during consolidation. The filter paper cage had slits cut in it such that only 50% of the
perimeter of the specimen was covered in filter paper. With the specimen standing up on
its own, a 0.3 mm thick latex membrane was places around the outside of the specimen
with the help of a membrane stretcher.
After placement of the membrane and o-rings, -67 kPa of vacuum was applied to the
specimen and leaks were checked by observing airflow in the vacuum system through a
bubbler. After ensuring that the specimen was leak free, the initial height was measured
at three evenly spaced points around the perimeter of the specimen and the initial
diameter was measured at the bottom, middle, and top. The triaxial cell was then
assembled, placed in the load frame, and filled with de-aired water.

5.6.3. Backpressure Saturation and Consolidation
Backpressure was used to saturate the specimens. Prior to the application of
backpressure, de-aired water was pulled through the dry drain lines using the vacuum.
Then backpressure was applied simultaneously with cell pressure to maintain 67 kPa of
confining stress. Pressure was applied at a rate of 20 kPa/min for specimens with 30% or
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less clay and 1 kPa/min for specimens with more than 30% clay in order to prevent
damage to soil fabric from large pressure gradients. Pore water volume change was
monitored to ensure pressure equalization at the end of backpressure application. When
pore water volume change ceased, Skempton’s B-value was checked by closing drainage,
applying 30 kPa to the cell pressure, and measuring the change in pore pressure induced
by the change in cell pressure. After monitoring the B-value for change after at least 5
minutes, the cell pressure was reduced 30 kPa (back to the pre B – value check effective
stress) and drainage was opened. If the measured B-value was less than 0.99, back
pressure was incremented 100 kPa and checked again. If three successive 100 kPa
backpressure increments yielded no change in B-value, then the specimen was considered
fully saturated. The consolidation phase began after satisfactory saturation.
Consolidation was performed to an effective confining stress of 150 kPa at a constant rate
of effective stress increase. For mixtures with 30% or less clay, 50 kPa/hr was used; for
mixtures with more than 30% clay, 15 kPa/hr was used. After the target effective
confining stress of 150 kPa was reached, the time-pore volume change data were
observed to ensure asymptotic behavior indicating end of primary consolidation.
Specimens were consolidated for at least 6x t100 where t100 is the time to primary
consolidation measured in the oedometer cell. At the conclusion of primary compression,
the shearing phase began.

5.6.4. Specimen Shearing and Disassembly
Specimens with 30% or less clay were sheared at a rate of 8%/hr, and specimens with
more than 30% clay were sheared at a rate of 2%/hr. Because the guidelines in ASTM
D4767 for shearing rate were not explicitly followed, excess pore pressures may have
developed as a result of too rapid of a shearing rate. Specimens were sheared to at least
20% strain. Pore water pressure, cell pressure, cell volume change, axial load, and axial
deformation were measured on a strain-based reading schedule. Measurements were
made every 0.025% for the first 1%, every 0.1% for the next 4%, and every 0.25%
thereafter. At the conclusion of the shearing, the specimen was disassembled carefully so
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that no solid material was lost. Solid material was transferred to a pan of known weight
and baked in an oven to determine the mass of soil solids.

5.7.

Triaxial Data Processing

The result of a triaxial test was a single text file which contained measurements from all
sensors during back-pressure saturation, B-value checks, consolidation, and shearing.
First the required data were identified in the text file and calibration factors were applied
to convert raw measurements to engineering units. Then initial and final (ec) void ratio
were calculated using initial dimensions and measured change in volume during
consolidation and backpressure saturation. The deviatoric stress was calculated by
accounting for effects of piston uplift, membrane effects, and filter paper effects.
Appendix C shows in detail the steps required to process data.

5.8.

Triaxial Results

Triaxial test results are presented in terms of deviatoric stress q and effective mean stress
p’ where:

q = σ1 − σ 3
p' =

σ 1 '+ 2σ 3 '
3

(5.4)

(5.5)

Table 5.2 is a summary of test data. Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show the stress-strain
response and detailed low-strain stress strain response of all mixtures, Figure 5.16 shows
the p’-q response of all mixtures, Figure 5.17 shows the stress ratio M=p’/q response of
all mixtures, and Figure 5.18 shows excess pore water pressure.
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Table 5.2 Summary of triaxial test results
(1)
Test ID
0c_100s
10c_90s
20c_80s
30c_70s
70c_30s
80c_20s
100c_0s

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(2)

(3)

D
H
(mm) (mm)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

ec

M

qf (kPa)

εf
(%)

qmax
(kPa)

εmax
(%)

ɸ’cs
(deg)

72.1

148.3

0.688

1.355

1369

7.78

1477

11.28

33.6

71.1

145.7

0.552

1.282

1167

10.48

1420

19.20

31.9

70.0

139.0

0.488

1.251

51

7.03

227

19.24

31.2

67.2

125.3

0.387

1.302

38

10.00

52

0.47

32.4

72.7

154.0

0.730

1.018

66

9.47

77

3.47

25.8

72.3

156.3

0.827

0.953

62

7.90

69

3.79

24.3

72.2

155.3

1.108

0.931

56

11.16

64

6.42

23.8

Test identification, indicating fines and coarse content
Initial specimen diameter
Initial specimen height
Void ratio after consolidation
Stress ratio, calculated by averaging stress ratio over 8-15% strain (discussed
further in section 5.8.2)
(6) Deviatoric stress at failure, defined as the deviatoric stress when p’/q is first equal
to M
(7) Axial strain corresponding to qf and first instance of M
(8) Maximum deviatoric stress over the entire test
(9) Axial strain corresponding to qmax
(10) Critical State friction angle, calculated using Equation (5.7)
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Figure 5.18 Excess pore water pressure

5.8.1. Volume Change Tendencies and Flow Failure
The mixtures exhibit three distinct volume change tendencies which have also been
observed by Thevanayagam (1998), Yamamuro and Lade (1998), Cubrinovski and Rees
(2008), and others. Mixtures with 30% or more clay exhibit contractive behavior,
mixtures with 20% clay exhibit dilative-contractive behavior, and the 0% and 10% clay
mixture exhibits dilative behavior.
Contractive behavior is marked by relatively constant deviatoric stress over large strains
and “bent-over” response in the stress path as the stresses approach the critical state
without any abrupt change in stress path direction. The contractive behavior is observed
in mixtures with 30% or more clay. The purely contractive behavior is also characterized
by qmax occurring at a lower strain than qf and excess pore water pressure which only
increases.
Dilative behavior is characterized by only increasing deviatoric stress which reaches a
steady state at qmax which is larger than qf. The dilative behavior is observed in the
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0c_100s and 10c_90s mixtures. The excess pore water response of the purely dilative
response is to increase slightly at the beginning followed by rapid decrease, reaching a
steady negative pore water pressure.
Contractive-dilative tendency is marked by a small-strain peak deviatoric stress, followed
by a quasi-steady state deviatoric stress preceding an increase in deviatoric stress. This
tendency can be seen in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 with the 20c_80s. The stress path for
this behavior is characterized by a well-defined critical state where the stress-path
suddenly changes direction which can be seen in Figure 5.16. The contractive-dilative
tendency is also characterized by qf occurring at a lower strain than qmax (see Table 5.2)
and excess pore water pressure which increases and then decreases and can be either
negative or positive at large strains.
Failure occurs at peak deviatoric stress qf when the stress path hits the critical state line.
Failure regimes can be classified as flow, non-flow, or limited flow behavior. Flow
behavior occurs when shearing results in a decrease in deviatoric strength due to strain
softening. In undrained loading, the intial state plots to the right of the critical state line in
e-log(p’) space and moves horizontally to the left. Non-flow behavior occurs when
shearing results in an increase in deviatoric strength due to strain hardening. In undrained
loading, the initial state plots to the left of the critical state line in e-log(p’) space and
moves horizontally to the right upon shearing. Limited flow behavior results in initial
strain softening, followed by strain hardening at larger strains. The initial state is close to
the critical state for soils exhibiting limited-flow behavior.
Since volume change tendencies and failure regimes depend on initial void ratio, initial
mean stress, and fines fraction, direct causation between fines fraction and strengthstress-strain response cannot be determined.

5.8.2. The Critical State
The slope of the critical state surface projected onto p-q’ space is given by the stress
ratio:
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M =

q
p'

(5.6)

M is calculated by averaging the stress ratio after the stress ratio has stabilized. In this
study, the stress ratio was averaged over the strain range of 8% - 15% for consistency.
The slope of the critical state line is related to the critical state friction angle for triaxial
compression by Equation (5.7):

M=

6sin ϕ 'cs
3 − sin ϕ 'cs

(5.7)
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Figure 5.19 Stress ratio and critical state friction angle, inferred behavioral trend shown
by dashed line
The parameters M and ɸ’cs both describe strength response at the critical state response
and are fundamental soil properties (Wood 1990). The undrained critical state response of
the sand-clay mixtures is characterized by two different response regimes: relatively high
strength critical state where M ≅ 1.3 and a relatively low strength critical state M ≅ 1.
Since the critical state response is independent of initial state, comparisons can be made
between critical state amongst mixtures of different fine fractions. High strength response
(M ≅ 1.3) is a result of percolated sand grain force chains. Even at the critical state,
mixtures with 30% or less clay contain enough sand to create transient force chains which
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increases large-strain strength compared to the mixtures of 70% or more clay, which do
not have percolated sand particle force chains.
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6. Thermal Testing
Since the thermal conductivity of soil minerals is significantly larger than air and water,
inferences about density and spatial distributions of mixture fractions can be made by
measuring thermal conductivity.

6.1.

Experimental Setup and Thermal Testing Theory

Thermal conductivity was measured with a thermal needle probe manufactured by East
30 Sensors (Figure 6.1.), which consisted of a heater circuit and a thermistor integrated
into the needle probe. The heater circuit and thermistor circuit were powered by power
supplies set at constant amperage, and an Agilent 34925A multiplexer and a 34980A
digital multi-meter (DMM) were used to record voltage data. Figure 6.2 shows a
schematic of the data acquisition setup.

Figure 6.1 Thermal needle probe (after Coria 2014)
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Figure 6.2 Thermal needle probe data acquisition schematic
Since the thermistor and heater reference resistor resistances were precisely known, the
voltage drop across the thermistor reference resistor (V3-V2) and across the heater
reference resistor (V4-V5) were recorded to precisely measure current through the system.
Voltage drop across the heater resistor (V6-V4) was recorded to ensure the resistance of
the heater and thus, heat output, remained constant. The voltage drop across the
thermistor (V1-V3) was recorded and used to calculate temperature.
The temperature measured by the thermistor was calculated using a voltage-temperature
relationship supplied by the sensor manufacturer:
3

2

V

V

V

T = −0.0837 ln  t , s − 1 + 1.532 ln  t , s − 1 − 22.843ln  t , s − 1 + 25.019
V



V

 t ,r

 Vt ,r

 t ,r


(6.1)

where T is the temperature measured by the thermistor in degrees Celsius, Vt,s is the
thermistor supply voltage equal to V1-V2 in Figure 6.2, and Vt,r is the voltage drop across
the thermistor reference resistor. Conductivity testing involves measuring temperature
with the heater on and for a portion of time after the heater has been turned off. Typical
thermistor response to the heating-cooling cycle is shown in Figure 6.3. The rate of heat
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dissipation is measured by measuring temperature change with respect to time which
allows the calculation of conductivity
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Figure 6.3 Typical thermal response of thermistor
Calculation of conductivity is based on the assumption of an infinitely thin, perfectly
conductive, line source transferring heat into the surrounding isothermal infinite medium
(Manohar et al. 2000). Conductivity is calculated in Equation (6.2) by comparing the
measured temperature change to the measured heat output.

λ=

CQ
4π S

(6.2)

where C is a calibration factor, Q is the heat output of the heater, and S is the slope of a
portion of the temperature versus natural logarithm of time data. The slope S is taken
from the middle portion of the data because the beginning portion of data is affected by
transient heat flow and the end portion of data is affected by edge and end effects, a
consequence of not having a perfectly conductive lines source of heat (ASTM D5334-92
2000; Manohar et al. 2000).The heat output Q of the heater is calculated in Equation
(6.3).
V
Q =  h,r
R
 h ,r

2


 rh


(6.3)
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where Vh,r is the voltage across the heater reference resistor equal to V4-V5 in Figure 6.2,
Rh,r is the resistance of the heater reference resistor, and rh is the resistance per unit length
of the heater.

6.2.

Sensor Calibration

The calibration factor C in Equation (6.2) is determined for the sensor by measuring the
conductivity of a substance with known conductivity. De-ionized water stabilized with 5
g/L agar has a known conductivity of 0.607 W/mK at 25oC and was used as the
calibration substance. The agar causes the water to become a gel, which inhibits
convective heat flow induced by thermal gradients. The measured conductivities of the
de-ionized water and agar mixture and the calibration factors for both heating and cooling
are summarized in Table 6.1. The calibration was carried out in the same procedure as
described subsequently.
Table 6.1 Summary of thermal probe calibration with water-agar solution

6.3.

Heating

Cooling

Measured Conductivity (W/mK-1)

0.7253

1.8576

Calibration Factor

1.1949

3.0603

Procedure

Thermal testing was performed by placing soil in a cylindrical plastic tube which was
closed at one end. The thermal needle probe was then inserted into the prepared
specimens. Mixtures were tested dry in dense and loose states, and wet at a water content
such that the clay fraction was at the pure kaolinite liquid limit (see following
discussion).

6.3.1. Dry Specimens Preparation
Dry specimens were prepared in loose and dense states. Loose specimens were prepared
by air pluviation. The loose specimens were pluviated in place and not moved after
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pluviation in order to minimize densification. After pluviation, the specimen top was
trimmed so that the soil surface was level with the top of the tube and then the thermal
needle was inserted into the specimen. After the thermal testing was performed, the
specimen was weighed to determine the mass of solids present.
Dense specimens were built by compacting five equal lifts of approximately 2.3 cm of
soil into the tube. After compaction of the fifth lift, the specimen top was trimmed and
the thermal needle was inserted. After the thermal testing was performed, the specimen
was weighed to determine the mass of solids present.

6.3.2. Wet Specimen Preparation
Wet specimens were prepared at the clay content liquid limit, wLc so that the clay fraction
is at the liquid limit.

wLc =

M w wL ,kaol M c
=
= fwL ,kaol
Ms
Ms

(6.4)

Where Mw is the mass of water, Ms is the mass of solids, wL,Kaol is the liquid limit of pure
kaolinite (wL,Kaol = 49), Mc is the mass of clay solids, and f is the clay mass fraction. The
wet mixtures were mixed using a table-top dough mixer until the mixtures were
homogeneous to the naked eye. Mixtures were placed in five equal lifts of soil into the
tube and compacted. After the fifth lift, the specimen top was trimmed flush and the
needle probe was inserted. After thermal testing was performed, the specimen was
weighed and samples were taken for water content determination.

6.3.3. Thermal Test Procedure
The power supply for the thermistor circuit was set to a constant voltage of 9.66 V. With
the data acquisition system recording, the heater circuit was switched on to supply a
constant current of 94 mA. This current was determined in preliminary trials to give
adequate temperature rise over the timespan of the test. The heater circuit was left on for
approximately 120 s and then switched off for 125 s, after which, data acquisition was
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stopped. This process was repeated five times for each mixture, allowing a minimum of 5
minutes between each cycle to ensure thermal equilibrium. The result was five comma
separated value (csv) files containing the time-voltage measurements discussed in Section
6.1. These files were processed using the theory presented in Section 6.1 implemented in
a MATLAB script which can be found in Appendix B.

6.4.

Results

Conductivity variation with clay fraction for the loose and dense mixtures is shown in
Figure 6.4(a) and for clay liquid limit mixtures in Figure 6.4(b). Note that the clay liquid
limit mixture data set omits the 0% fines data point because no clay liquid limit exists for
a mixture without fines.
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Figure 6.4 Thermal Conductivity of (a) dry mixtures and (b) clay liquid limit mixtures
Figure 6.5(a) shows the void ratio distribution for the dense and loose mixtures, and
Figure 6.5(b) shows the void ratio distribution for the clay liquid limit mixtures. Figure
6.6 shows the as-tested water contents for the clay liquid limit mixtures.
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Figure 6.5 Conductivity test void ratios for (a) dry mixtures and (b) clay liquid limit
mixtures
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Figure 6.6 Clay liquid limit mixtures as-tested water contents

6.5.

Discussion

6.5.1. Thermal Behavior
Maximum void ratios, corresponding to void ratios of loose dry tests, don’t exhibit the
expected trend seen in other experimental results in this study. The void ratio doesn’t
exhibit a minimum around the critical fines content. This is a result of specimen
preparation.
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The loose dry specimens approach an asymptotical low conductivity value as clay
fraction increases. This asymptote occurs as the void ratio exceeds 2, so the conductivity
behavior is a result of the specimen volume being dominated by void space and not
necessarily a behavior change due to mixture fraction. This asymptotic value is
approximately 0.026 W/mK-1, the thermal conductivity of air. The soil fabric at these
fines fractions is characterized by percolated air voids which create abrupt decrease in
conductivity. The percolated air voids also result in instability of the soil fabric;
specimens with appreciable fines content which were air pluviated would collapse upon
any perturbation.
Dense specimens exhibit peak conductivity at a mixture ratio near the critical fines
content, but the peak conductivity does not correspond to a minimum void ratio or the
fine fraction nearest the critical fines content. Although void spaces may not be
completely packed with clay particles, the clay particles in the interstitial voids are so
flocculated that heat transfer occurs readily. Conductivity of the dense dry mixtures
decreases after this point, with a corresponding increasing void ratio.
By mixing the specimens at the clay-content liquid limit, uniform specimens were
achieved and typical void ratio trends were observed where a minimum void ratio occurs
at approximately 20% fines and increases with either more or less fines. The clay-content
liquid limit mixtures are also dry enough to prevent particle suspension in a fluid state.
Peak conductivity occurs at a fines content of 20%, which corresponds to a minimum
void ratio and the critical fines content. The minimum void ratio results in the highest
contact number among all particles, and since heat is transferred through solid-solid
contacts (Yun and Santamarina 2008), the critical fines content creates the greatest
conductivity.

6.5.2. Effective Thermal Properties
Theoretical upper and lower bounds of thermal conductivity can be determined using the
Hashin-Shtrikman variational approach (Hashin and Shtrikman 1962). Considering the
mixtures as three-phase mixtures of sand solids, kaolinite solids, and air or water filled
voids, a three phase implementation of the Hashin-Shtrikman approach is applied
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assuming conductivities of constituents in Table 6.2. See Figure 6.7 for results and
Mathgram 6.1 for calculation details. In order to avoid divide by zero errors, the
conductivities must be ordered in increasing order (e.g. λ0 = λair < λ1 = λsand < λ2 = λkaol).
Table 6.2 Constituent Thermal Conductivities

Parameter

λair (W/mK-1)

λwater (W/mK-1)

λsand (W/mK-1)

λkaol (W/mK-1)

Value

0.025

0.595

3

4.3

Reference

Yun and
Evans 2010

Yun and
Evans 2010

Yun and
Evans 2010

Ogacho et al.
2003
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Figure 6.7 Hashin-Shtrikman upper and lower bounds for dry (a) dense and (b) loose
mixtures
Considering the range of conductivities of the individual constituents, the upper and
lower bounds effectively bracket the conductivity behavior for the dry specimens. The
loose state borders the lower bound because the soil fabric is characterized by a highly
flocculated structure with minimal contact area where air dominates the conductivity
behavior.
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Mathgram 6.1 Calculation of upper and lower bound effective conductivity for 3- and 4phase mixtures using the Hashin-Shtrikman variational approach
Hashin and Shtrikman (1962) upper and lower bounds for a dry 3-phase (sand,
clay, and air) material:
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If a wet mixture is considered that is fully saturated, vwater is calculated in the same
manner vair is above. However, if the mixture is not fully saturated, then the volume
fractions are:
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The Hashin-Shtrikman approach can also be applied to the clay liquid limit mixtures.
Since the clay liquid limit mixtures are not necessarily saturated, the Hashin-Shtrikman
approach is applied by extended the theory to four phases, where the four phases are sand
and kaolinite particles, air, and water. Details of these calculations are also shown in
Mathgram 6.1.
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Figure 6.8 Hashin-Shtrikman upper and lower bounds for wet at the clay liquid limit
The upper and lower bounds effectively bracket the behavior of the clay liquid limit
mixtures. The lower bound for the clay liquid limit mixtures exhibits a behavior change
at 20% fines characterized by a change in predicted peak conductivity. This corresponds
approximately to the critical fines content and is the mixture with the largest volume
fraction of solids.
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7. Observations and Synthesis of Results
7.1.

Threshold Fines Content and Percolation

In order to better understand the observed behavior thresholds, consider an assembly of
sand particles which has three threshold fines fractions such that 0 < t*1 < t*2 < t*3 < 1.
Initially, the assembly contains only sand particles and void spaces. In this state, all sand
particles must be touching another sand particle for stability, so in this state the assembly
exhibits sand percolation.
If some fraction of fines f is added to the void space in the sand assembly such that f ≤
t*1, the sand particles will remain in contact. In this state, the sand is still percolating
because the fines content is not large enough to begin displacing sand particles, so in this
state the assembly exhibits sand percolation with fines.
As f is increased beyond t*1, but is less than t*2, sand particles begin to be displaced by
fine particles. When f > t*1, enough fines are present to separate sand particles and allow
creation of continuous chains of fine particles on the system-wide scale, but enough sand
particles are still present to also create continuous chains of sand particles on the systemwide scale. Mixtures in this state exhibit sand and fines percolation.
When f = t*2, there is just enough sand present in the fine particle matrix to percolate
sand particle chains on the system-wide scale. As the f is increased beyond t*2, the
concentration of sand is low enough that these continuous chains are broken. When f >
t*2, the mixtures are in a state which exhibits fines percolation with sand.
Since the threshold fines contents t*1 occurs when the void spaces between sand particles
are filled with fines, t*1 can be calculated using phase relationships. By knowing the
minimum and maximum void ratios of each solid phase, the upper and lower global
theoretical void ratio bounds can be determined for any fines fraction. If global void ratio
is plotted as a function of fines fraction, there exists a local minimum for both upper and
lower bounds corresponding to the fines fraction t*1. For the Ottawa 50/70 sand –
kaolinite mixtures, this threshold fines content is calculated below, based on minimum
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and maximum void ratios found in the literature. Recalling Equation (3.3), the critical
fines content is
f *max =
f *min

es ,min Gsc
Gss (1 + ec ,min ) + es ,min Gsc

=

0.56(2.60)
= 0.229
2.65(1 + 0.85) + 0.56(2.60)

es ,max Gsc

0.85(2.60)
=
=
= 0.121
Gss (1 + ec ,max ) + es ,max Gsc 2.65(1 + 3) + 0.85(2.60)

(7.1)

Since all tests involved measurement of specimen mass, size, and water content or
saturation, the void ratio of all specimens can be calculated. Figure 7.1 shows the void
ratio measurements for all specimens. Consolidation specimen void ratios are only shown
for the beginning and end of test.
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Figure 7.1 Void ratio distribution for all specimens compared to theoretical minimum and
maximum void ratio
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Calculation of the upper and lower void ratio bounds is by Equations (3.6) and (3.7) and
depends on the minimum and maximum void ratio bounds of the individual constituents.
Characterization of the void ratio bounds for Ottawa 50/70 sand is well documented in
the literature, but is ambiguous for kaolinite. Most test results fall within the upper and
lower bounds of global void ratio for all mixtures, except for the specimens prepared by
dry air pluviation for the loose thermal tests. Air pluviating the mixtures with clay creates
an artificially high void ratio because the falling clay particles create dominant
electrostatic forces as the bump into each other during freefall. As a result, air gets
trapped in the highly flocculated soil fabric. Both experimental data and theory support
the idea of the threshold fines content. If the mixtures are macroscopically homogeneous,
then clay must percolate after t*1.
Determining t*2 is substantially more complicated because this threshold fines content
does not coincide with the same type of physical change associated with adding small
particles to large particles. An exact solutions to percolation phenomena using
percolation theory depends on microscopic details of the system (Sahimi 1994). Only
recently have exact solutions become available to systems of non-overlapping, variable
radii perfect spheres. King et al. (2002) and Peters and Berney (2010) suggest that the
percolation threshold of sand in a clay matrix would approximately occur at an
intergranular void ratio of 2.57. Considering the minimum and maximum void ratios of
kaolinite clay and invoking Equation (3.10), this translates to a fines fraction range of 0.4
to 0.597.
For some behaviors, experimental evidence suggests that there exists a third threshold
fines content t*3, such that t*2 < t*3 < 1, where behavior transitions. Threshold fines
content t*3 describes the fines fraction where sand particles are so dilute that no
interaction occurs among sand particles. Mixtures in this state are considered to be clay
percolated without sand influence, or a dilute suspension. A summary of the threshold
fines contents and behavior states are provided in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1 Summary of threshold fines content state regimes

State

Sand
Percolated
with Fines

Sand and Fines
Percolated

Fines
Percolated
with Sand

Dilute
Suspension

Fine Fraction

0 < f < t*1

t*1 < f < t*2

t*2 < f < t*3

t*3 < f < 1

7.2.

Observations of Behavior Trends

In order to compare the response behavior of all tests across all fines fractions, each
quantitative behavior (water content at the liquid limit, compression index, coefficient of
consolidation, critical state stress ratio, and thermal conductivity) is normalized. The
normalization scheme is shown in Equation (7.2).

ξˆ =

ξ − min(ξ )
max(ξ ) − min(ξ )

(7.2)

where ξ is the measured quantity and overscript circumflex indicates 0-1 nomralization.
By normalization, abrupt changes in behavior of different types of response can be
observed on the same axes and compared to identify threshold fines fractions. Behavioral
thresholds are characterized by a change in behavior or behavior trend over a small
change in fines fraction. Experimental evidence in this study and in the literature suggests
the threshold fines fractions in Table 7.2 below align with observed behavior changes.
Table 7.2 Approximate threshold fines fractions

Threshold

t*1

t*2

t*3

Fraction

0.2

0.45 – 0.55

0.85 – 0.95

The threhsold fines fractions demarcate transition zones where interaction among
particles change. Mixture consistency depends on the availability of the fines fracton to
develop physicochemcal forces in the presence of water. Since t*1 is the fines fraction
where fines begin percolating, the consistency is expected to change at t*1. Addtionally,
the coarse grain particles are relatively incompresisble compared to the fine grained
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matrix so compressibility behavior is also expected to change at t*1 because the
percolating fines will allow the fine particles to be strained, rather than confined between
coarse particles. Figure 7.2 plots the normalized behavior of liquid limit, compression
index, and recompression index. By inspection of Figure 7.2, a clear change in behavior
trend for the compression index and liquid limit occurs at approximately t*1. The
recompression index behavior threshold is measured at approximately 30% fines, which
is likely due to existing preferential orientation of soil fabric discussion in Section 5.5.1.
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Figure 7.2 Normalized behavior showing behavioral threshold at t*1, inferred behavioral
trend shown by dashed line
Figure 7.2 also indicates that compressibility and consistency exhibit a behavior threshold
at approximately t*3 when the coarse particles become so dilute in the fine matrix there is
no interaction between coarse particles. In this dilute suspension regime, behavior is
dominated by the fine particles alone.
The coupled hydro-mechanical response of consolidation, quantified with coefficient of
consolidation, is a combination of the compressibility behavior in Figure 7.2 and the
hydraulic conductivity response. Equation (5.2) indicates that as hydraulic conductivity
decreases and compressibility increases, coefficient of compressibility decreases. Figure
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7.3 plots normalized coefficient of compressibility variation with fines content and shows
the behavioral threshold at t*2. Figures Figure 5.11(a)-(c) indicates that the coefficient of
compressibility exhibits behavior thresholds at t*1 and t*3 like the compression indices,
and Figure 5.12 indicates that the hydraulic conductivity exhibits a behavior threshold at
approximately t*2. Therefore the behavior threshold in coefficient of consolidation at t*2
is a result of behavior threshold in conductivity also at t*2 and the inverse relationship
with coefficient of compressibility.
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Figure 7.3 Normalized coefficient of consolidation indicating coupled hydro-mechanical
behavioral threshold at t*2, inferred trend shown with dashed line
Thermal conductivity of the soil mixtures depends primarily on the conductivity of
mixture constituents and contact between conducting materials. Since the thermal
conductivity of the Ottawa sand and kaolinite particles are very similar, the thermal
conductivity of the mixtures are primarily dictated by particle contact area and pore fluid.
Hydraulic conductivity also depends primarily on pore space, but for a different reason
physically: Fluid flows through pore spaces, heat flows through the solid materials, of
which pore spaces are an indication of solid-solid contact. Since both conductivities
depend on pore distribution, both behaviors exhibit similar transition fines contents.
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Figure 7.4 plots normalized hydraulic and thermal conductivities as fines content
changes.
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Figure 7.4 Normalized conductivity data showing threshold at t*2 where the hydraulic
conductivity is calculated from oedometric data for σ’v = 554 kPa, inferred behavioral
trend shown by dashed line
Note that even though the low clay fraction mixtures generally have the lowest void
ratios, they exhibit the highest hydraulic conductivities, in addition to the highest thermal
conductivities. Although the void ratio is low, the mixture is dominated by large particles
with larger pore spaces and large contact areas. This is evident considering the preceding
discussion of behavior were f < t*2 and by considering that the specific surface area of
the low fines fraction is relatively small, indicating dominance by larger particles.
Furthermore, interconnected sand clusters promote preferential fluid flow paths
(macropores) which create a relatively highly conductive mixture (Beven and Germann
1982). Hydraulic conductivity decreases as fines fraction increases beyond approximately
t*2 because pore spaces are becoming smaller and more disperse with a lack of
preferential fluid flow path; thermal conductivity decreases as fines fraction increases
beyond t*2 because soil fabric is transitioning to flocculated fines with small contact
areas.
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The hydraulic conductivity is not a directly measured property, rather calculated from the
measured coefficient of consolidation and the measured coefficient of compressibility.
However, since the other conductivity phenomenon (thermal) exhibits the same behavior
as the inferred hydraulic conductivity, it is reasonable to attribute the behavior threshold
of coefficient of consolidation to the behavior threshold of hydraulic conductivity.
Furthermore Pandian et al. (1995) has shown this interrelationship through independent
measurement of hydraulic conductivity and compressibility.
Since the critical state stress ratio M is a material property, its behavior trends can be
attributed also to changes in fines content. Furthermore, the critical state stress ratio is
influenced by the availability of coarse particles to continuously form force chains, where
shearing at the critical state causes formulation and collapse of force chains
(Rechenmacher et al. 2010). Therefore, if the coarse particles are percolating, then the
critical state stress ratio can be expected to be higher than if the coarse particles are not
percolated. Figure 7.5 plots normalized critical state stress ratio M and normalized
coefficient of consolidation, the two behaviors proposed to be influenced by percolation
of the coarse fraction. It is shown in Figure 7.5 that the behavior does transition in the
vicinity of t*2.
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Figure 7.5 Normalized behavior showing threshold at t*2, dashed line indicates inferred
behavior trend
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The loose specimen thermal conductivities exhibit dissimilar behavior (normalized
behavior shown in Figure 7.6, with dense specimen thermal conductivity behavior shown
for reference) because of the large void ratios. Note that the loose thermal conductivities
approach the conductivity of air (see also Figure 6.4 (a)).
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Figure 7.6 Normalized behavior of loose specimen thermal conductivity, showing
conductivity of air

7.3.

Remarks on Behavioral Thresholds

The three proposed behavior thresholds t*1, t*2, and t*3 are grounded in mixture behavior
theory and shown to exist with experimental results. Compressional and consistency
behavior depend on the availability of fines content to either strain (compressional
behavior) or interact plastically (consistency). Because of this, behavior transitions
abruptly at approximately 20% fines when fine particles begin to percolate, and at
approximately 90% fines when coarse particles are so dilute they have no influence on
behavior. Therefore, t*1 and t*3 are behavioral thresholds for compressibility behavior
and consistency behavior. It is no surprise that compressibility and consistency exhibit
similar behavior thresholds because the two behaviors have a long history of documented
interrelationship (e.g. Skempton and Jones 1944).
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Figure 7.7 Compressibility – consistency interrelationship, outlying data are non-plastic
Figure 7.7 shows the interrelationship between compressibility and consistency observed
in this study. The outlying data points are the low fines fraction mixtures with f ≤ t*1
where the fall cone is not measuring undrained shear strength or liquid limit and is
actually measuring a combination of drained shear strength and soil suction (Likos and
Jaafar 2014).
Conductivity, coefficient of consolidation, and critical state strength behaviors are
influenced by connected chains of coarse particles. For conductivity, the chains create
either large contact areas for heat to transfer or preferential flow paths and macropores
for fluid flow. For critical state strength, chains of coarse particles create load paths
which increase strength. Therefore, t*2 is a behavioral threshold for conductivity and
critical state strength. Coefficient of consolidation depends on the conductivity and
compressibility of the mixture, and because of the inverse relationship between
compressibility and coefficient of consolidation, the behavior of conductivity dictates the
behavior of coefficient of consolidation which also shows a behavior threshold at t*2.
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7.4.

On Behavioral Thresholds in Geotechnical Engineering Practice

In 1948, Arthur Casagrande published a soil classification system developed for airfield
construction during World War II (Casagrande 1948). The classification system, now
known as the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS), uses only grain size
distribution and Atterberg limits to classify soils into categories. USCS uses fines content
thresholds to classify soil; these fines content thresholds are summarized and compared to
thresholds observed in this study in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3 Fines content (percent by mass) ranges of behaviors for USCS and this study

Discussion
(1)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)

USCS
0-4
4-12
12 - 50
50 - 85
85 - 100

This Study
0 - 20
20 - 50
50 - 90
90 - 100

1- USCS designates soils with 4% or less fines as “clean” meaning coarse grained
particles without fines. The observations in this study indicate that with some
behaviors (e.g. conductivity) a threshold may exist below 20% fines, but the
observations suggest that the influence on behavior by fines in this low fines content
range is insignificant compared to the overall range in behavior.
2- USCS and observations in this study indicate clearly that behavior changes at
approximately 50% fines.
3- USCS acknowledges that coarse particles are unimportant after 85%, when adjectives
like “with sand” or “sand” are dropped from the soil description. This is consistent
with t*3.
Table 7.3 shows that the USCS approximates behavioral thresholds fairly well. Many
critical decisions (e.g. how to compact the soil, whether the soil will consolidate or settle,
or whether a drained or undrained analysis is more appropriate) in geotechnical
engineering depend on the ability to identify behavior thresholds of the soil. However,
USCS fails entirely to connect threshold fines content to specific behavior changes. This
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study has shown that different behaviors manifest different thresholds and that in order to
properly identify threshold fines contents, the behavior in question needs to be defined.
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8. Conclusions
8.1.

Procedure and Findings

Behavioral thresholds are defined as small changes in fines content which result in
dramatic change in response to perturbation. In order to identify these threshold fines
contents, mixtures of sand and clay ranging from 0 to 100% clay were subjected to
mechanical and thermal tests.
Consistency testing was performed with a modified fall cone apparatus. Two new data
acquisition techniques were developed which allowed collection of precise time-histories
of cone motion. Using the new data acquisition techniques, liquid limit, plastic limit,
plastic index, and undrained shear strength of the mixtures were measured. Mixtures were
found to transition from plastic to non-plastic behavior at approximately 20% fines by
mass.
Oedometric consolidation testing was performed on all mixtures with a small load
increment ratio, which resulted in well-defined e - log(σ’v) curves. From these data,
compression index, recompression index, and coefficient of consolidation were
determined. Behavioral thresholds were observed at approximately 20% and 90% fines
for compression indices and at approximately 50% fines for coefficient of consolidation.
Thermal conductivity measurements were performed on all mixtures with a thermal
needle probe in loose and dense dry states, and a wet state in which the clay fraction was
at the liquid limit. A behavior threshold was observed at approximately 20% and 90%
fines for the dense and wet specimens and at approximately 30% for loose specimens.
Conductivity behavior was observed to rely heavily on specimen void ratio and was
successfully modeled with theoretical effective property bounds.
Consolidated undrained triaxial testing was performed on select mixtures to verify
aforementioned behavior thresholds. Triaxial results were interpreted in a critical state
framework and agreed with previously observed behavioral thresholds.
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8.2.

Implications of Results

This study has shown that a mixture of coarse and fine particles can respond in a “sandlike” manner to one type of stimulation, while responding in a “clay-like” manner to
another type of stimulation, and yet respond in a “composite-like” behavior to other
perturbations. By studying the behavioral thresholds, response of a binary mixture to a
particular environmental change can be predicted based on mixture characteristics and
individual constituent properties.
Specific behavior thresholds have been identified for the materials used in this study, but
it has been shown through literature review that these thresholds depend on physical and
geometric properties of the mixture constituents. In order to predict behavior of any
binary mixture, it is necessary to identify the critical fines content, the percolation
threshold of the coarse fraction, and the fines fraction corresponding to a transition to a
dilute suspension. Doing so will give the thresholds t*1, t*2, and t*3.
The ability to identify these thresholds will aid engineers in prediction of soil behavior.
For example, if a soil is known to have enough fines present to exceed the critical fines
content but the coarse fraction is still percolated, then the compressibility behavior of the
soil may be relatively large, but may occur relatively rapidly.

8.3.

Further Work

Small strain measurements (e.g. bender element or resonant column testing) would allow
measurement of elastic response. Elastic response could be used to make inferences about
coordination number and other micro-mechanical properties influenced by fines content.
Coupled with the large strain measurement of additional triaxial testing, effect of fines
fraction on particle orientation and soil fabric could be studied. Additional thermal
conductivity testing should be performed in a modified oedometer or triaxial cell where
variations in conductivity with void ratio, stress state, and fines content could be made to
clarify observed thermal conductivity trends.
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The research performed in this study is confined to a limited number of materials. In
particular, work should be performed investigating these same thresholds, but with active
fine-grained material. This would present new challenges both in experimentation and
results analysis because of the complex and dominant physicochemical properties of
active minerals.
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A. Appendix A Matlab Webcam Controller Script for FCIP

%This matlab file runs a webcam and creates .tif images of each frame
%By Daniel Simpson
%Oregon State University
%September 2013
%make a location for test data
PID=input('enter a project ID, surrounded by single quotes');
foldername=['fallcone_' PID];
mkdir(foldername);
result=input(['a new folder called' foldername 'has been created in the CWD where test data will be
stored']);
cd(foldername);
%set device ID
temp=imaqhwinfo('winvideo');
j=length(temp.DeviceIDs);
for i=1:j
imaqhwinfo('winvideo',temp.DeviceIDs{i})
end
devID=input('enter device ID of desired device from answers above')
%Set device resolution
temp=imaqhwinfo('winvideo',devID);
temp.SupportedFormats
format=input('enter desired format, with quotes, from answers above')
vid=videoinput('winvideo',devID,format);
%measure frame rate
vid.FramesPerTrigger=100;
start(vid);
wait(vid,Inf);
numframes=get(vid,'FramesAvailable');
[frames,time]=getdata(vid,numframes);
framerate=mean(1./diff(time));
src.FrameRate=framerate;
FPS=framerate
%configure capture time
vid.TriggerFrameDelay=5;
duration=input('enter the desired capture length in seconds, recommend 9sec or more')
vid.FramesPerTrigger=FPS*duration;
%set up camera and target location
preview(vid)
%initiate capture
choice=menu('are you ready to begin recording? If yes, capture begins right away','yes');
if choice>0
start(vid)
wait(vid,Inf);
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end
%retrieve data
[frames, timeStamp]=getdata(vid);
stop(vid);
%view FPS data
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(timeStamp,'x')
xlabel('Frame Index')
ylabel('Time (s)')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(diff(timeStamp),'x')
xlabel('Frame Index')
ylabel('Time Difference (s)')
%create image files from frames
for j = 1:size(frames,4)
img = frames(:,:,:,j);
if j < 10
imnum = ['00' num2str(j)];
elseif j < 100
imnum = ['0' num2str(j)];
else
imnum = num2str(j);
end
imwrite(img,['c_image' imnum '.tif'],'tif');
end
%confirmation
menu('finished!', 'OK');
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B. Appendix B Consolidation data reduction and analysis
Specify data file and load data:
filename := "10c_90s_3.ctf"
data := READFILE( filename , "Delimited" )

Specify calibration factors form the data file:
CF := data

14 , 2

zero := data

16 , 2

Specify the measurement interval:
TIME :=
0
0

0

1

...

time := TIME⋅ s

Locate indices corresponding to each loading step:
Find_indicies ( x) :=

i←0
k ←0
for k ∈ 0 .. rows ( x) − 1
concat ( "[STEP " , num2str ( i + 1) , "]" )

if x

k,0

IDX ← k
i

k ←k+1
i←i+ 1
if x

"[LOADING SCHEDULE]"

k,0

IDX ← k
i

k ←k+1
i←i+ 1
k ← k + 1 otherwise
IDX
IDX := Find_indicies ( data ) + 2

(Indices where new loading begins)

Extract displacement from each load increment
get_displacement ( DATA , indicies) :=

i←0
for i ∈ 0.. rows ( indicies) − 2

(

disp ← submatrix DATA , indicies , indicies
i

i

i+ 1

disp
d := ( get_displacement ( data , IDX) − zero) ⋅ CF⋅

in
10

(calibrated displacement)

)

− 3, 2, 2
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Pair time data points with displacement data points
make_time( T , D) :=

i←0
for i ∈ 0 .. rows ( D) − 1

(

( i)

)

tarray ← submatrix T , 0, rows D − 1 , 0 , 0
i

tarray
t := make_time( time , d )

(time of each displacement reading)

Specify Additional Data and calculations:
(initial LVDT reading)
(mass of dry solids, from oven drying specimen at end of test)
(initial and final water contents)

(clay fraction)

Gssand := 2.65

(

Gsclay := 2.62

)

Gs := fclay ⋅ Gsclay + 1 − fclay ⋅ Gssand

H0 := 1in −

− d start = 0.971⋅ in
( d 3)
 last( d3)

2

A :=

Vs :=

 2.5in  ⋅ π
 2 



3

V0 := H0⋅ A = 78.092cm
⋅

Md

3

Gs⋅ 996.95

(starting height of specimen, after inoedometer preconsolidation)

kg

= 47.084cm
⋅

Vs
Hs :=
= 1.487⋅ cm
A

3

m
e0 :=

H0 − Hs
Hs

= 0.659

(

load := submatrix data , IDX

ε :=

d − d start
H0

⋅ 100

last( IDX )

)

+ 1 , rows ( data ) − 1 , 1 , 1 ⋅ psf

(load applied
during each increment)

(axial strain, normalizing so 0% strain occurs
after preconolidation)
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Analysis of each load increment
i := 0

(load increment to analyze)

 ti

R := regress 

 s

i





, ε , 7
i

t

f ( time) := interp R ,





i

i

s



(fit a polynomial
to the data)

, ε , time
i



(Start and end points for data used to fit Line A)


 ti

A := line submatrix , start , end , 0 , 0 , submatrix ε , start , end , 0 , 0
i

s



)

(


t

 submatrix i , start , end , 0 , 0 
FIT := 
s

 submatrix( ε , start , end , 0 , 0) 
i


LineA( t) := A + A ⋅ t
0

A

C := A

1

0

LineC( t) := C + C ⋅ t
0

(Fit of line A and subset of
points for plotting)

1

C :=
1

0

T := 0 , 1.. 35

0

 −A 0

−
⋅ 1.15
 A1




(calculation
of line C)

(range to plot polynomial over)

Determine consolidation values, following instruction in ASTM spec:
ε 0 := LineA( 0)
i

Guess:
f ( t90)

Given
LineC( t90)

 t90 
i

s



ε 90 := LineC
i

2

t90 := Find ( t90) ⋅ s
i
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ε 100 := ε 90 +
i
i

 1 ⋅ ε − ε
 9   90i 0i
 


t100 := t90

Guess:

ε 100

Given f ( t100)

i

2

t100 := Find ( t100) ⋅ s
i

ε 50 := ε 0 +
i
i

Guess:
Given

 5⋅ ε − ε
 9   90i 0i
 

t50 := 25
ε 50

f ( t50)

i

2

t50 := Find ( t50) ⋅ s
i
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C. Appendix C Triaxial Data Reduction
The collapsed area below is a data dump for intial measurements of heigh, diameter and mass.
Raw data from the test files is also imported below.

(

D := mean d
i

i, 0

,d

i, 1

,d

i, 2

,d

(

i, 3

) − 2tm

)

Ho := mean h , h , h
− 4⋅ tm
i, 0 i, 1 i, 2
i



 Ms ⋅ fclay ⋅ g Ms ⋅ ( 1 − fclay ) g
Vs := 
+

Gssand ⋅ γ w
 Gsclay⋅ γ w


2

 D 
 
 2 


→
Vto := A ⋅ Ho

(

(speimen height calculated by averageing the 3
height measurements and subtracting the thickness
of the frictionless ends (4*tm))


→


→

A := π

(specimen diameter is averaged by weighting the
middle measurement, ie di,1 = di,2)

)

eo :=

Vto − Vs
Vs

Get calibration factors, zeroes, and excitations for each sensor in the
collapsed area below. A sample is shown below:

(

)

CFload := submatrix data , 14, 14, 1 , 1 0
i
i
Zload := submatrix data , 16, 16, 1 , 1 0

(

i

)

i

(

)

EXload := submatrix data , 15, 15, 1 , 1 0
i
i

(These are calibration factor, zero, and
sensor excitation, all used to transform
data to engineering units)

Consolidation data is retrieved in the collapsed area below. :

∆ :=
i

 submatrix( data i , Ji , K i , 2, 2) + Zlvdt  ⋅ CFlvdt
i
i

⋅ mm
EXlvdt
i

( i)last( ∆ ) − (∆ i)0

∆H := ∆
i

Hc := Ho − ∆H
i
i
i

(LVDT readings during
consolidation)

(Total change in LVDT reading during
consolidation)

i

(specimen height after consolidation)
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Back Pressure data are imported in the collapsed area below:

 1.17
∆V sat :=  0.21 ⋅ mL


 0.15

Because of the complex nature of the output data file and
the adjustment of the pore pump during saturation, these
values were determined by inspection of the data file and
entered manually for each test.

Raw shearing data are read from the test file in the collapsed area below and converted to
useful engineering units. A sample calc is shown below:

 load i − Zload  ⋅ CFload
i
i

Load :=
⋅N
i
EXload
i

Engineering units are determined by subtracting
the sensor zero from the raw measurement,
multiplying by the calibration factor and dividing by
the excitation voltage.

Calculate volume change due to consolidation and backpressure:

(

∆V c := mean Pore_Vol



i

)Ki −Ji − (Pore_Voli)0 , (Cell_Voli)Ki −Ji − (Cell_Voli)0

i



→
Vtf := Vto − ∆V c + ∆V sat

(

ec :=

)


→
Vv

A c :=

→
Vtf
Hc


→
Vv := Vtf − Vs

(

)

(Specimen void ratio after consolidation and backpressure)

Vs
→

 Dispi − ( Dispi)

0 

ε 1 :=
100


i
Hc
i



(axial strain)


→

 Ac 
i

A := 
i
ε 1 

1 − i 
100 


(variation in specimen
cross-section)
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Calculate membrane effects:
Em := 1400kPa

→

ε1


i  1 
∆d m := 4⋅ Em⋅ tm⋅
⋅

i
100  4 A 

i

 π 



kN
Kfp := 0.19
m

π
Pfp := ⋅
i
2

(Contribution to deviator stress by membrane)

4⋅ A c

TOL := 0.05
index := match  2 , ε 1  0
i
i


i

π

Filter paper adjustment, citing the two strain-dependent formulas in ASTM D4767:
50⋅
dfp1 :=

ε1

i

100

⋅ Kfp⋅ Pfp

Ac

i

i

dfp2 :=

Kfp⋅ Pfp
i
A

i

i

i

dfp := stack  submatrix dfp1 , 0 , index , 0 , 0 , submatrix d fp2 , index + 1 , last  d fp2  , 0 , 0 



i



i

i





i

i



i



→

2



 Cell ⋅ A − π ⋅  Dpiston   + Load


i
 i  i

2



σ1 := 
− ∆d m − d fp 
A
i
i
i
i



(

∆u := Pore − Pore
i

i

)

(deviatoric load, corrected for
membrane, filter paper, and
piston uplift)

(excess/induced PWP)

i0

Various stresses:

→
σ' 1 :=  σ1 − Pore 
i
i
i






→
σ' 3 :=  σ3 − Pore 
i
i
i

σ3 := Cell
i
i

p' :=
i



→
σ' 1 + 2 σ' 3
i
i
3



→
q :=  σ1 − σ3 
i
i
 i

τ' :=
i


→
σ' 1 − σ' 3
i
i
2

p :=
i


→
σ1 + σ3
i
i
2
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D. Appendix D Matlab Script for Thermal Data Processing from Agilent DMM

%This matlab function analyzes output voltages from the agilent box
%from a thermistor test. The function assumes the following channel
%assignments: 1001 - Thermistor supply voltage, 1002- Therm ref.
%resistor, 1003- Heater supply, 1004- heater reference resistor
%filename is the file name of the output from benchlink datalogger software
%duration is the number of seconds to use for slope determination
%centered around the mid point of time of each cycle
%CF is the calibration factor.
%The FormatSpec for textscan in the "get data" section needs to be adjusted
%so that the number of characters in the string is the same as the number
%of characters in the date&time stamp.
function [output]=conductivity(filename,duration,CF_cool,CF_heat)
%get data
fid1=fopen(filename);
data=textscan(fid1,'%f%*10s%12s%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%*[^\n]','HeaderLines',14,'Delimiter',',');
%pull out individual data sets
Ts=data{3}; %Thermistor supply voltage
Tref=data{5}; %Voltage drop across thermistor reference resistor
Hs=data{7}; %Heater supply voltage
Href=data{9}; %voltage drop across heater reference resistor
t_o=datenum(data{2}(1),'HH:MM:SS:FFF'); %start time
t=(datenum(data{2},'HH:MM:SS:FFF')-t_o)*24*60*60; %time of each reading, in seconds
%convert voltages into thermistor temperature readings
x=log((Ts./Tref)-1);
Temp=(-0.0837.*(x.^3))+(1.532.*(x.^2))-(22.843.*x)+25.019;
%Find the onset of heating
i=1;
while (Hs(i+1)-Hs(i))<.08
i=i+1;
end
%Separate heating and cooling cycles
[value,index]=max(Temp);
TempH=Temp(i+1:index);
tH=t(i+1:index);
TempC=Temp(index+1:end);
tC=t(index+1:end);
%Omit specified time
delta=t(10)-t(9);
TempH=TempH((ceil(end/2)-duration/2):(ceil(end/2)+duration/2));
tH=tH((ceil(end/2)-duration/2):(ceil(end/2)+duration/2));
TempC=TempC((ceil(end/2)-duration/2):(ceil(end/2)+duration/2));
tC=tC((ceil(end/2)-duration/2):(ceil(end/2)+duration/2));
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%Determine slopes and intercepts of the Temperature vs ln(t) data:
pH=polyfit(log(tH),TempH,1);
pC=polyfit(log(tC./(tC-tH(end))),TempC,1);
%show plots
figure
set(gcf,'name',filename,'numbertitle','off');
subplot(3,1,1);
plot(t,Temp);
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Temp (C)')
subplot(3,1,2);
xH=min(tH):max(tH);
xC=min(tC):max(tC);
plot(log(tH),TempH,'.r',log(xH),polyval(pH,log(xH)),'-k');
xlabel('Ln time (s)');
ylabel('Temp (C)');
title('heating')
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(log(tC),TempC,'.b',log(xC),polyval(pC,log(xC./(xC-xH(end)))),'-k');
xlabel('Ln time (s)');
ylabel('Temp (C)');
title('cooling')
%Calculate heat output of the probe heater
Q=(((mean(Href(i+5:i+50))/1.041)^2)*1041.5);
%Calculate conductivities
lambdaH=(CF_heat*Q)/(4*pi*pH(1));
lambdaC=(CF_cool*Q)/(4*pi*pC(1));
output=[lambdaH lambdaC]

